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OUR REPORTING SUITE
INTEGRATED REPORT
Succinct review of our strategy and business model, operating
context, operational performance and governance, targeted primarily
at current and prospective investors and government.
SUSTAINABILITY REPORT
Reviews our approach to managing our significant economic, social
and environmental impacts, and to addressing those sustainability
issues of interest to a broad range of stakeholders.
ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Detailed analysis of our financial results, with audited financial
statements, prepared in accordance with IFRS.

The report aims to reflect the way sustainability is integrated into
our business in accordance with the recommendations of the
King Report on Governance for South Africa 2016 (King IV) and
Regulation 43 of the Companies Act of 2013. The reporting period
is for the financial year ended 30 September 2020.
Unless otherwise stated, all performance data is for the 12-month
reporting period. There have been no significant restatements of
data during the year.
For material information relating to the group’s strategy,
governance practices and performance, please refer to our
integrated report, available on our website
(http://oceana.co.za/investors/integrated-reports/).
Supplementary information is provided in our Consolidated
Annual Financial Statements (AFS) 2020, United Nations Global
Compact (UNGC) progress report 2020, scientific reports for the
species harvested, and our carbon footprint assessment report
(CFAR) 2020, all available on our website (www.oceana.co.za).

EXTERNAL AUDIT AND
ASSURANCE
An independent audit of the group’s Annual Financial Statements
was performed by Deloitte & Touche. The broad-based black
economic empowerment (B-BBEE) scorecard information was
verified independently by Empowerdex and the greenhouse gas
emissions by Verify CO2 (including electricity, operational energy
consumption data and potable water consumption). The risk,
health and safety and environmental compliance was audited
by Marsh Risk Consulting. Information reported, other than
that mentioned above, is derived from the group’s own internal
records and from information available in the public domain.

TARGET AUDIENCE
While this report is of potential interest to all our existing and
prospective stakeholders, it is focused primarily on addressing
the interests of government officials, socially responsible
investment analysts and investors, as well as sustainability
professionals.

KING IV DISCLOSURE REPORT
Detailed disclosure against the King Code on Corporate Governance
2016 for South Africa (King IV).
SCIENTIFIC REPORTS
Status reports for the species of fish harvested by the Group,
including total allowable catch and fisheries management systems.
UN GLOBAL COMPACT COP
A Communication on Progress (COP) in meeting the 10 principles
of the UN Global Compact, covering human rights, labour,
environmental and anti-corruption issues.
CDP (FORMERLY CARBON DISCLOSURE PROJECT)
Overview of our climate change governance and mitigation
measures, the climate change impacts on Oceana, and our scope 1, 2
and 3 greenhouse gas emissions for our Southern Africa operations.

WE WELCOME YOUR FEEDBACK ON THIS REPORT
Please address any queries or comments to our company secretary: companysecretary@oceana. co.za or call +27 21 410 1400.

RESPONDING TO COMMUNITY NEEDS

We prioritise social investments that can be sustained

42
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We provide support where most needed

Cross-reference within the Sustainability Report

The report covers the full business operations of the group, which
comprises subsidiaries in the fishing, commercial cold storage
and logistics industries in South Africa, the United States and
Namibia. Since last year there have been no significant changes
to the group’s organisational structure.

Oceana has applied the principles contained in King IV,
the JSE Limited (JSE), the JSE/FTSE Index, Regulation 43 of the
Companies Act and compiled the report in accordance with
the GRI Sustainability Reporting Standards. We have provided
a separate more detailed response to the GRI Standards in a
comprehensive GRI response table, available on our website.
The report also draws on the International <IR> Framework of
the International Integrated Reporting Council (IIRC).

RESILIENCE AND ENVIRONMENTAL CARE

We reduce waste
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Cross-reference within the Integrated Report
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We ensure food and feeds are safe to eat

Manufactured Capital
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Oceana Group Limited’s (hereafter referred to as Oceana or the
group) 2020 sustainability report provides a review of the group’s
performance and prospects in relation to environmental, social
and governance (ESG) issues that have a material impact on the
long-term success of the business. The report should be read in
conjunction with our Integrated Report 2020.

FOOD SECURITY AND MARINE RESOURCES

INVESTING IN PEOPLE
We provide a safe and positive place to work

SI 2 Deliver organic growth in our core businesses
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Incorporated in 1918 and listed on the
Johannesburg (JSE) and Namibian (NSX) stock

We employ 4 450 people globally, of whom
3 005 are directly employed and 1 445 are indirectly
employed. Oceana is a black-owned company and a
level 1 B-BBEE contributor.

Level 1
B-BBEE
CONTRIBUTOR

4 450

PEOPLE EMPLOYED
GLOBALLY

•
•
•

Responsibly harvesting and procuring a diverse range of
global marine resources
Promoting food security and job security by efficiently
producing and marketing relevant products for global
markets
Actively harnessing talent and developing the potential
of all employees

focus the Group’s effort
to create shared value:
Protect and optimise
our quota business

Deliver organic growth
in our core business

TONNES OF
PRODUCTS SOLD

OUR MARKET POSITIONING IN CONTEXT
Our scale enables a sophisticated sales and marketing operation, allowing us to access larger wholesalers in
export markets and commit to consistent monthly volumes at better prices. In the horse mackerel business, we
compete in Africa against other commodity-type products namely whole fish and other proteins consumed by
the lower end of the market. In terms of canned fish, Lucky Star pilchard holds majority of the market share and
is priced near parity to chicken in South Africa.

Galvanised the
workforce
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DELIVERING SOCIETAL VALUE:
OUR ALIGNMENT TO THE 2030 SDGs
The United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals (UN SDGs) provide the
best articulation of what sustainable value
should look like, setting a clear long-term
agenda to end poverty, protect the planet
and ensure prosperity for all by 2030.
Oceana’s culture is built around positively
impacting lives and is committed to playing
its role, as a private sector company, in
the attainment of these SDGs, working
alongside government, communities and
other businesses.

Through our core business of responsibly
harvesting, procuring and processing a
diverse range of global marine resources,
we are making a significant contribution
to national and global developmental
objectives. We have identified and
prioritised five SDGs, where we believe we
can have the most meaningful impact. Our
approach to delivering on these goals is
reviewed in this report.

Engage stakeholders
and manage
reputation

Ensure good
governance and
sustainability

OUR
SUSTAINABILITY
FOCUS AREAS
Investing in our
people
Innovating
for inclusive
development
Food security and
marine resources
Resilience and
environmental
care
Responding to
community needs

RESPONDING TO COMMUNITY NEEDS

The largest fishery that we operate in, is the US Gulf menhaden, which has a total biomass of 5.2 million
tonnes, comparable to the Peruvian anchovy biomass of 6.7 million tonnes, the largest reduction fishery in the
world. Trading in multiple species remains one of the strengths of Oceana, providing a natural hedge when
environmental conditions change.

Sustainable earnings
through diversification

protect and enable the
delivery of shared value:

RESILIENCE AND ENVIRONMENTAL CARE

FISHING
GEOGRAPHIES

263 000
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OUR STRATEGIC
ENABLERS

INNOVATING FOR INCLUSIVE DEVELOPMENT

45

CUSTOMER
GEOGRAPHIES

5

Supporting diversity and empowerment
Investing in communities where we operate, thereby
consistently converting resources into shared value
and providing superior and sustainable returns to all
stakeholders.

To be a leading global fishing and commercial cold storage company creating sustainable value and
positively impacting the lives of all our stakeholders.

OUR STRATEGIC
IMPERATIVES

WHAT WE DO

•
•

OUR CORE PURPOSE

R9.0bn
MARKET
CAPITALISATION

Our core fishing business is the catching, procuring,
processing, marketing and distribution of canned
fish, fishmeal, fish oil, horse mackerel, hake, lobster
and squid. The business includes midwater trawling
(horse mackerel), deep-sea trawling (hake), and
inshore fishing for pelagic fish (anchovy, the Gulf
menhaden species, red-eye herring and pilchard).
In addition, we provide refrigerated warehouse
facilities and logistical support services. We market
and sell approximately 263 000 tonnes of fish and
fish products to consumers across the consumer
spectrum, in 45 countries within Africa,
North America, Asia, Europe and Australia.

To be a leading global fish protein company:

FOOD SECURITY AND MARINE RESOURCES

exchanges, Oceana Group is a global fishing company,
and an important participant in the South African,
Namibian and US fishing industries.

OUR MISSION STATEMENT

INVESTING IN PEOPLE

WHO WE ARE

3

INTRODUCTION

GROUP PROFILE

IMPERATIVES

2
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LEADERSHIP: Sustainability requires long-term thinking,

Covid-19 pandemic and associated restrictions on low income
households have been particularly acute, increasing the need
and demand for affordable protein. Efficiency improvements and
innovations have allowed us to increase our contribution to food
security through the provision of low-cost protein. Canned fish is
a particularly cost-effective option (priced near parity to chicken
in South Africa) and we have been able to keep our pricing
consistent. More than 14 million households consume Lucky Star
products (up from 13.4 million in 2019), which translates into
about 4 million Lucky Star meals every day.

which draws on leadership at every level. We have strengthened
leadership skills across the group through the Oceana Leadership
Acceleration Programme (OLAP), in partnership with the
Gordon Institute of Business Science (GIBS). An applied blend of
leadership, strategic, adaptive and future fit skills are the basis of
integrated thinking and 27 senior managers, including Divisional,
Exco and key talent for succession planning, have completed
the year-long training. In the coming year we will extend the
leadership skills outreach to the middle management tier.

JOB SECURITY: Even without the pandemic’s strain on

Imraan Soomra
Chief executive officer

employment and redundancy rates, maintaining job security
and increasing employment opportunities requires constant
awareness. With the pilchard catch under pressure in South Africa
and Namibia, we’ve been able to protect thousands of local
jobs by increasing international procurement. We were able to
secure jobs this year despite the depressed local environment,
with no decrease in employees’ salaries required during the
Covid-19 pandemic, and we provided additional support to bluecollar workers to ease the broader pressures on families.

The Covid-19 pandemic has made 2020 one of the most
challenging years that we have faced as a workforce. It has been
challenging for all of us, wherever we live and work, affecting
each of us in different ways – be it through the loss of loved ones,
illness among family members and close friends, a decline in
household income, or the psychological impact of being in
lockdown for long periods and witnessing rising levels of
poverty, hunger and inequality.

Despite the challenges of the year, our performance in key areas
was sustained and even increased.

ENERGY AND CARBON: We continue our energy efficiency
drive and are making progress on reducing our consumption
of non-renewable energy. Through improved production
efficiencies, we achieved year-on-year reductions in energy usage
and GHG emission intensity (1.1% reduction in GHG emission
intensity on land-based facilities and 29% GHG emission
reduction in vessels). This year we formally announced our
commitment to carbon neutrality by 2050. This will be achieved
through the uptake of amongst others, renewable energy at
our land-based operations and by converting our freon-based
freezing facilities on our hake vessels to ammonia, underpinned
by clear annual targets and short-term incentives for the
management team.

There is little doubt that the big challenges ahead of us are tied
up with our social and environmental context. High on my radar
are the 2021 fishing rights allocation process, ongoing adaptation
in response to changing weather patterns and climate change
and the need to maintain the physical and mental wellness of our
employees as we consolidate new ways of working. Paramount
also is the need to find ways to protect the well-being of the
broader workforce in the face of deep systemic challenges –
such as increasing joblessness and growing levels of inequality.
In each instance, it is our relationship with stakeholders that will
pave the way.
I am in awe of the resilience and commitment shown by Oceana
people, across the board, during this period. Working together,
we have made it possible for Oceana to continue doing what
inspires us most: positively impacting lives. I believe we are
beginning to see the potential that we have as a collective to
make a difference.

Imraan Soomra
Chief executive officer
10 December 2020

RESILIENCE AND ENVIRONMENTAL CARE

As we continue to navigate the pandemic, and some of the other
significant developments that happened this year – such as the
incredible solidarity around the Black Lives Matter movement –
there are several lessons that stand out for us as a company. It’s a
year in which we have learnt that diversity, equality and inclusivity
must take centre stage, that empowerment of the disempowered
must be at the forefront of our thoughts. It’s a year in which we
have been firmly reminded that life is precious and fragile.

From an organisational perspective, the pandemic underscores
the fact that sustainability efforts are not the preserve of a single
team or department. Although our reporting focuses on material
“social, environmental and governance” issues, the notion of a
sustainable business has presented as something more.
During this year, sustainability expressed itself in the collective
acts of solidarity, connectedness and everyday awareness that
arose across our workforce and from our leadership teams.
While committed to improving how we measure and
communicate our impact on society and the environment,
I believe it is the sum of these immeasurable acts that will
increasingly define our sustainability maturity going forward.

was the completion of the Oceana Maritime Academy in Hout
Bay, with our first courses starting in early 2021. Developed in
collaboration with DEFF, community representatives and other
stakeholders, the Academy aims to address the critical skills
shortage in the maritime sector, including the training needs
of small-scale fishers. The Academy is designed with leading
technology to promote inclusion and life-long learning.

INNOVATING FOR INCLUSIVE DEVELOPMENT

MARITIME ACADEMY: A significant development this year

CORPORATE SOCIAL INVESTMENTS: As the
Covid-19 pandemic put lives and livelihoods increasingly at risk,
we diverted CSI resources to support people with the greatest
need. We aligned our efforts with local government programmes
and implemented CSI initiatives specifically in response to the
crisis, focusing on disaster relief, health and food security.
We partnered with various aid agencies, NGOs and government
departments to deliver food hampers and care packs. Oceana
Executives and Board members collectively donated R3 million
towards the Oceana Covid-19 relief fund to be utilised in our
continued efforts to mitigate the impacts of this pandemic.
To date, Oceana has spent over R6.8 million on CSI
Covid-19 interventions.

FOOD SECURITY AND MARINE RESOURCES

FOOD PROVISION: The economic impact of the

INVESTING IN PEOPLE

The year has made it abundantly
clear that how a business acts in
relation to its people and other
stakeholders significantly
influences its longer-term
sustainability and success.
I believe firmly that when these
actions are sincere, this converts
into the economic stimulus that
every business needs to grow.

INTRODUCTION

LETTER FROM THE CEO

5

RESPONDING TO COMMUNITY NEEDS
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INTRODUCTION

THE OCEANA GROUP AT A GLANCE
PRODUCTS AND MARKETS

INVESTING IN PEOPLE

REGIONAL CONTRIBUTION TO GROUP EARNINGS
NORTH AMERICA

26%

EARNINGS

FOOD SECURITY AND MARINE RESOURCES

Arctic Ocean

FAR EAST

EUROPE

EARNINGS

1%

EARNINGS

11%

Pacific Ocean

Angola
Zambia

REST OF AFRICA

18%
EARNINGS

Zimbabwe
Botswana

5

Eswatini

Indian Ocean

FISHING
GEOGRAPHIES

South Africa

Atlantic Ocean

45

SOUTH AFRICA
EARNINGS

AUSTRALIA
EARNINGS

1%

Catch
Procurement

FISHMEAL AFRICA

FISHMEAL (USA)

2 351

11

Vessels

Employees

FISH OIL

HORSE MACKEREL

HAKE

12

planes

LOBSTER

SQUID

1

Production
facility

382

Employees

COLD STORAGE AND LOGISTICS

18

Vessels

4

Production
facilities

1 111
Employees

8

Cold storage
facilities

113k
Pallets

474

Employees

RESPONDING TO COMMUNITY NEEDS

CANNED FISH

6

Production
facilities

RESILIENCE AND ENVIRONMENTAL CARE

43%

CUSTOMER
GEOGRAPHIES

16

Mozambique

Namibia

INNOVATING FOR INCLUSIVE DEVELOPMENT

Atlantic Ocean

Vessels

7
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Sustainability is at the heart of our core purpose. It plays a crucial enabling role
in relation to the three strategic imperatives for our business. Oceana Group’s
sustainability strategy focuses this effort in alignment with the five focus SDGs
as well as national and international ESG priorities.

2 billion

NO POVERTY

45%

DECENT WORK
& ECONOMIC
GROWTH

people were affected
by moderate or
severe food insecurity
in 2018, an over 20%
increase since 2014,
and likely to increase
due to Covid-19

SUSTAINABLE
EARNINGS
THROUGH
DIVERSIFICATION

The following ESG risks fall
within the top 10 principal risks,
prioritised as having material
impact on Oceana’s ability to
create value:

SUSTAINABILITY
EFFORTS PROTECT
THE DELIVERY OF
SHARED VALUE BY
RESPONDING TO
KEY ESG RISKS AND
PRIORITIES

•
•
•
•

22%

Additional key
environmental risk:
•

•
•
•

In SA, this applies
to 53% of youth

3 billion

people depend on
marine and coastal
biodiversity for their
livelihoods

14 LIFE BELOW WATER
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•
•

of the world’s youth in
2019 were not engaged
in either education,
employment or training.

Resource availability and ability
to harvest.
Scarcity of critical skills.
Food safety.
Legislative non-compliance.

Pollution potential of our
activities.
Climate change.
Irresponsible environmental
practices.
Unsustainable supplier
practices.
Seabed mining.
Access to water.

Additional key human
resource risks:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Scarcity of skills.
Organisational design.
Leadership development.
Employment equity.
Industrial relations.
Health and safety.
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ENGAGE
STAKEHOLDERS
AND MANAGE
REPUTATION
GALVANISE THE
WORKFORCE
ENSURE GOOD
GOVERNANCE AND
SUSTAINABILITY

OUR STRATEGIC
ENABLERS
protect and enable the
delivery of shared value

• W
 e prioritise diversity at all levels
• We procure from local, black-owned
companies
• We support black and small-scale
entrepreneurs

CHAPTER 4:

Economy and
empowerment

SOCIAL
ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT

FOOD SECURITY AND MARINE
RESOURCES

• We provide healthy, affordable food
• We fish responsibly
• We track and share data on fish stocks

CHAPTERS 5 AND 3:

Sustainability
and resilience

GOOD
CORPORATE
CITIZEN

RESILIENCE AND
ENVIRONMENTAL CARE

• We reduce our carbon and water
footprint
• We reduce waste
• We manage air and effluent
emissions
• We operate ethically

RESPONDING TO
COMMUNITY NEEDS

• We assist with educational needs
• We assist with food donations
• We seek income-generating
activities for CSI beneficiaries

CHAPTER 6:
Social
protection

ENVIRONMENT
HEALTH AND
PUBLIC
SAFETY

CONSUMER
RELATIONSHIPS

INVESTING IN
OUR PEOPLE

• We provide a safe and positive
place to work
• We invest in training and leadership
development
• We ensure fair labour practices
• We respect human rights

REGULATION 43
OF THE
COMPANIES
ACT

CHAPTER 2:

Economy and
employment

LABOUR AND
EMPLOYMENT

RESPONDING TO COMMUNITY NEEDS

The Covid-19
pandemic has
accelerated a global
shift to new ways of
working, with skills
as a critical new
currency.

DELIVER ORGANIC
GROWTH IN CORE
BUSINESS

INNOVATING FOR INCLUSIVE
DEVELOPMENT

SA NATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
PLAN

RESILIENCE AND ENVIRONMENTAL CARE

The percentage global
carbon emissions need
to fall by 2030 from
2010 levels to limit
global warming to 1.5°C

PROTECT AND
OPTIMISE QUOTA
BUSINESS
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CLIMATE
ACTION

will push an estimated
71 million additional
people into extreme
poverty

focus the group’s effort
to create shared value:

SUSTAINABILITY EFFORTS
ENABLE THE DELIVERY
OF SHARED VALUE BY
PROMOTING INNOVATION,
RESPONSIBILITY, AND
ACCOUNTABILITY ACROSS
FIVE STRATEGIC FOCUS
AREAS

INNOVATING FOR INCLUSIVE DEVELOPMENT

The
Covid-19
pandemic

OUR STRATEGIC
IMPERATIVES

FOOD SECURITY AND MARINE RESOURCES

ZERO
HUNGER

OUR STRUCTURED APPROACH
TO RISK MANAGEMENT
INCLUDES CONSIDERATION OF
MATERIAL ENVIRONMENTAL,
SOCIAL AND GOVERNANCE
RISKS TO THE BUSINESS.
FOR EACH OF THESE RISKS,
POTENTIAL IMPACT AREAS
AND MITIGATION MEASURES
ARE PRESENTED IN THE
2020 INTEGRATED REPORT.

INVESTING IN PEOPLE

Our core purpose is to be a leading global fish protein company,
creating sustainable value and positively impacting the lives of
all our stakeholders.

SDG ALIGNMENT

OUR SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGY

9

INTRODUCTION

Our commitment to “positively impacting lives” grew beyond a purpose statement
to become a rallying cry during the Covid-19 crisis. We believe it will play an
increasingly important role as we navigate the uncertainty and change that lie ahead.

GROUP STRATEGY AND SOCIAL PURPOSE

IMPERATIVES

8

10
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INTRODUCTION

SUSTAINABILITY PERFORMANCE AT A GLANCE
FOOD SECURITY AND MARINE RESOURCES

4m

R3,5m
horse mackerel meals
consumed in 2020

Lucky Star meals consumed
every day in 2020

WE FISH RESPONSIBLY
WITH 89% OF OUR
CATCH BY VOLUME
ON SASSI GREEN LIST

The UN SDGs provide the best articulation of what the societal value should look like,
setting a clear long-term agenda to end poverty, protect the planet and ensure prosperity
for all by 2030. Oceana has a culture that is built around positively impacting lives and is
committed to playing its role, as a private sector company, in the attainment of these SDGs,
working alongside government, communities and other businesses.

MAINTAINED MSC
CERTIFICATION FOR
GULF MENHADEN
AND HAKE

INNOVATING FOR INCLUSIVE DEVELOPMENT
Our newly built

Maritime Academy
will support skills
development in the smallscale fishing sector

of CSI budget
spent on food
security and
Covid-19 relief

86.18%

WE PRIORITISE DIVERSITY
70.96% BLACK
SHAREHOLDING
77.8% BLACK
EXECUTIVE
MANAGERS

OF PROCUREMENT
SPEND IS DIRECTED TO
B-BBEE SUPPLIERS

R4.4m

WE CONTINUED TO
PROVIDE SOFT- OR
INTEREST-FREE LOANS PROVIDED
IN 2020
TO BLACK SUPPLIERS

Over

4m

Lucky Star
meals daily

75%

15%

of skills budget
on external
non-Oceana skills
development
spend

2050

Renewable

R30m

for
Covid-19 relief
measures

RESILIENCE AND ENVIRONMENTAL CARE

1.1%
Greenhouse
gases

Reduction in
greenhouse gas
emission intensity
at land-based
facilities

470 000 KL
OF WATER PRODUCED AT

ST HELENA BAY AND LAAIPLEK
DESALINATION PLANTS

30%
reduction in potable
water usage from our
baseline of 2018

25%

ENERGY USAGE

REDUCTION

ALIGNING
WITH
SDGs

Carbon
neutrality

INVESTING IN PEOPLE

0 FATALITIES

with a disabling injury
frequency rate at 50%
below ceiling target

R60.9m

4 450

EMPLOYED

invested in skills
development

(and 3 005 directly)

R1.3b

paid in salaries and
employee benefits

>10 000

LEARNERS IMPACTED BY
OUR SCHOOL PROGRAMME

NET PROFIT AFTER TAX
1.22% OFDISTRIBUTED
TO SOUTH AFRICAN
BENEFICIARIES THAT HAVE A
BLACK PARTICIPATION OF AT
LEAST

75%

Water discharge
quality and
quantity
monitoring

89%

R9.1 million
invested in fishing
communities
(South Africa and
Namibia)

SASSI

Green list, DEFF
approved and
time bound CIP,
MSC certified

Construction
of Oceana
Maritime
Academy

R60.9m
spend on skills &
development

Responsible
Fisheries
Alliance
investment and
participation

54%

vessel staff on
responsible
fishes training
to date

Through our core business of responsibly
harvesting and procuring a diverse range of
global marine resources, we are making a
significant contribution to national and global
developmental objectives. We have identified and
prioritised the five SDGs, where we believe we can
have the most meaningful impact.

RESPONDING TO COMMUNITY NEEDS

RESPONDING TO COMMUNITY NEEDS

100%

Projects

Freon
conversion

RESILIENCE AND ENVIRONMENTAL CARE

Level 1
B-BBEE

Energy

INNOVATING FOR INCLUSIVE DEVELOPMENT

of CSI budget
spent on food
security and
Covid-19 relief

FOOD SECURITY AND MARINE RESOURCES

75%

INVESTING IN PEOPLE

Providing healthy,
affordable food is
our biggest impact
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Building on a shared value creation ethos and a strong compliance foundation,
our culture has evolved to incorporate greater agility and resilience.
We must enhance
efficiencies to address
affordability of healthy
proteins, while providing
job security, particularly
in regions of the world
where unemployment is
significantly high.

We seek to positively
impact the lives of
all our stakeholders,
while implementing our
strategy for long-term
growth.

We seek new and
innovative ways to
deliver value, while
continuing to improve our
regulatory compliance
on ESG issues across
multiple geographies

FOOD SECURITY AND MARINE RESOURCES

We seek to address
food security, while
preserving the future
marine resource through
responsible fishing and
shared research.

During the Covid-19
crisis, videos sent out to
staff with a key message
and senior management’s personalised “Lean on
me” video showed solidarity and support to the
workforce and were extremely well received.

We believe our culture, values and core purpose support our
people’s passion to deliver on our sustainability commitments
and will set Oceana apart in the years to come.

RESPONDING TO COMMUNITY NEEDS

The cultural shift was tested in an
incident in the US this year where we
had to part ways with a senior manager
in our factory operations in Louisiana.
Comments he made onsite in relation to
the Black Lives Matter protests caused
offense to employees, the majority of
whom are Black, Latino, or Asian.

In South Africa, we hosted an online
event on 7 August for 150 employees
and external stakeholders, including
the Department of Labour, DEFF, and
women in the fishing sector, to celebrate
women in leadership and to have gender
transformation expert and author of
“Equal but Different”, Dr Judy Dlamini,
present on lessons learnt.

RESILIENCE AND ENVIRONMENTAL CARE

“In this together”

INNOVATING FOR INCLUSIVE DEVELOPMENT

In our Corporate Social Investment (CSI) work, we have started to align some of our initiatives to benefit women that have been victims of
gender-based violence (GBV). While historically we have not been vocal on this important societal issue, Covid-19 presented opportunities
for us to support shelters beyond our traditional focus areas. Stories about violence, especially impacting women and children, continue to
make headlines in South Africa, exacerbated by the socio-economic impacts of the lockdown period. In line with our diversity and inclusion
focus within the organisation, this presented an opportunity to support society more broadly and will become an important part of our
community engagement work in the future.

The uncertainties presented by the onset
of Covid-19 provided an opportunity to
test this emerging culture and the degree
to which we enable inclusive participation
of all stakeholders, as well as our progress
towards “conscious capitalism”. Indeed,
our custom designed Oceana leadership
acceleration programme (OLAP), built
around adaptive leadership, cultivating
resilience in teams, personal mastery,
systems thinking, metacognition skills
for critical thinking and decision making,
design thinking and innovation, cultural
intelligence and working with diverse others
could not have had a better testing ground
than the one we faced this year.

INVESTING IN PEOPLE

A purpose-led business requires a highly cohesive culture. We began to redefine
our culture last year, seeking a cultural context that provides both the freedom
and a focus to deliver on multiple sustainability commitments, some of which
may require trade-offs.

INTRODUCTION

PURPOSE-LED CULTURE
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SDG 8

Oceana’s
leadership sing
“Lean on me”

WE PROVIDE A SAFE AND
POSITIVE PLACE TO WORK

• We provide a safe and positive place to work

Oceana’s agility and resilience in managing Covid-19 related
impacts across the business, is a testament to the quality of our
people and the group culture. In responding to unprecedented
challenges, we saw intensive and committed efforts from our
leaders and a sense of shared responsibility and accountability
across the workforce for our collective wellbeing.

• We promote diversity and inclusion
• We invest in training and skills development
• We support high performing teams
• We build trust through our relationships
• We are ethical and respect human rights

RESILIENCE AND ENVIRONMENTAL CARE

COVID-19 DECISION-MAKING TIMELINE
USA work from
home

Vessel fleet
screening rolled
out to skippers

10 Mar

12 Mar

Local travel prohibited
Access restrictions at
head office and sites

13 Mar

Covid-19 H&S
protocols
implemented

16 Mar

18 Mar

Wellness
initiatives for
employees

Private transport
for employees

24 Mar

Africa work from home
Isolation rooms identified and
quarantine protocols implemented

2 Apr

Sites ramp up
security

4 Apr

DoL approves Covid-19
protocols at St Helena
Bay and Laaiplek

19 Apr

Mist sprayers
installed at sites

22 Apr

27 Apr

Adoption of industry
accepted protocols

1st positive
infection

22 May

Decision to
defer dividend

30 May

Covid-19 positive
cases at 0.5% of
the workforce

1 Jun

Payment of
deferred dividend

1 Jul

17 Aug

Rapid Covid-19
testing available
at Oceana House

24 Aug

Work from
home protocol
for remainder of
2020

RESPONDING TO COMMUNITY NEEDS

26 Feb

Masks distributed
to sites

Supply chain risk
and assessed
and identified

Virtual meetings
commence

International
travel prohibited

INNOVATING FOR INCLUSIVE DEVELOPMENT

“Hello everyone. Covid-19 has been
challenging for all of us. From myself,
and the Exco team, we want you to
know that we are here for you.
Lean on us. We are all in this together,
and together we will overcome.”

HOW WE MOBILISED
TO MITIGATE COVID-19
RELATED CHALLENGES

Strategic commitments

Recognising the unprecedented challenges faced by
everyone during the Covid-19 pandemic, Oceana’s
CEO and Exco team members produced a video for
Oceana’s people in which they sing along, in their
respective work environments, to the Bill Withers
song “Lean on me”. The video is introduced by
CEO Imraan Soomra:

FOOD SECURITY AND MARINE RESOURCES

We invest in providing a stimulating, culturally diverse and
healthy working environment with attractive opportunities for
personal development. Oceana continues to be a leader in
the sector in terms of its working conditions and the benefits
we provide, as well as the leadership role that we play in
the development of our host communities. In managing the
challenges presented by the Covid-19 pandemic, we have
realised opportunities to further entrench our culture of high
performance, care and respect.

CEO, Imraan Soomra

INVESTING IN PEOPLE

TO ENABLE PEOPLE’S
POSITIVE IMPACT:

Our employees are
front and centre in all
our decisions”

People are the bedrock of Oceana’s
performance and contribution to society.
Our focus on nurturing a healthy
organisation and a capable, caring
workforce has been fundamental in
enabling us to manage Covid-19 related
challenges and empower people’s positive
impact.

INTRODUCTION

INVESTING IN PEOPLE
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COMPLIANT RISK-BASED APPROACH

Oceana invested approximately R50 million in Covid-19 related
health and safety measures. We introduced mandatory wearing
of PPE masks in the early stages of the crisis, social distancing
measures including physical barriers and signage in workspaces,
and hand sanitisation and hygiene awareness initiatives. Strict
infection prevention protocols included additional wash stations
and hand sanitisers at every entry and exit of factories and hand
sanitiser dispensers on vessels. Each vessel and land-based
facility also has a Covid-19 champion that encourages daily safety
adherence.

Continuous awareness was encouraged through toolbox talks
– daily briefings prior to starting work, emails and multi-lingual
posters on notice boards, in the applicable official languages of
the Western Cape as well as IsiZulu. Training by service providers
on Covid-19 protocols was delivered in small groups.

RESOURCING, TESTING AND FACILITIES
Additional nursing staff were recruited at certain sites to support
our healthcare workers, as well as mobile screening facilities.
All medical staff completed training on Covid-19 procedures to
ensure sustained compliance. All operational sites undertook
daily temperature checks and regular screening of workers,

We implemented a variety of online social engagement
activities to sustain a sense of team cohesion. These included
quizzes, bingo, and sessions for engaging with employees’
children, managing directors, and Oceana’s CEO. Our internal
communications were ramped up with regular Covid-19 related
health notices, reinforcing protocols and empowering staff on
what they needed to know.

CHALLENGES AND OUTLOOK
Protecting the health, safety and wellness of our people
continues to be our principal priority. The infectious coronavirus
disease has become the prevalent health challenge facing
our employees and their families and communities at all our
operations. We are committed to maintaining best practice
Covid-19 prevention and treatment regimes, supported by
training. In terms of access control, we are exploring options to
remove contact control completely and adopt face recognition.
Recognising the advantage of more flexible time for typically
office-based workers, with restrictions easing, we strive for an
optimum hybrid working-from-home and office approach.
In terms of protecting our workforce from future pandemics,
we will evaluate how to maintain our current levels of PPEs,
general hygiene practices, social distancing and smaller work
shifts in the long term.

Employees in 2020

Permanent

Seasonal

Contract

Lucky Star

597

1 162

80

512

2 351

(10.37%)

Horse mackerel and hake

560

–

298

21

879

(12.71%)

Lobster and squid

116

31

61

24

232

4.04%

CCS Logistics

311

–

28

135

474

(3.66%)

Oceana corporate office

108

–

16

8

132

7.32%

Daybrook

120

–

–

262

382

1 812

1 193

483

962

4 450

At year end

Group total

Total
employees

Year-on-year
headcount
variation (%)

Indirect
employees

1.33%
(8.15%)

EMPLOYEE SAFETY, HEALTH AND WELLBEING

VESSEL SAFETY

Oceana’s health and safety culture has been strengthened
as a result of the disciplined adherence to extensive
Covid-19 prevention measures implemented. Ongoing activities
to mitigate the inherent health and safety risks associated with
our land- and sea-based activities include safety monitoring,
training and enforcement programmes, provision of relevant
personal protective equipment and access to medical facilities,
and periodic safety audits on all sites and vessels. The managing
directors of all operating divisions are responsible for ensuring
full compliance with relevant occupational health and safety
legislation, and that the required structures are in place. Despite
Covid-19 related challenges, our commitment to ensuring
safe working environments, especially for our seafarers,
was maintained through continuous communication.

Over the last two years we have significantly enhanced safety
on our vessels under the direction and oversight of the Oceana
Group vessel safety committee. In implementing measures
for our fishers and vessels we incorporate local and relevant
international standards based on risks identified by both the
company and the Authority (SAMSA), as well as the ILO Work in
Fishing Convention (No. 188). We continue to implement the
requirements of the Convention and improve the safety culture
within the group.

Compliance with the health and safety component of the external
audits for all land-based facilities was 98% (2019: 97%) and 99%
for all vessels (2019: 82%). In-house audits on our land-based
facilities provide another level of assurance. Detailed audit results
are provided on our website at www.oceana.co.za.
Health and safety training programmes include firefighting (all
levels), first aid (all levels), safety handling of winches and lifting,
competence in survival craft, GMP and HACCP, OHASA,
pre-sea training, safety officer training, personal safety training
and personal survival techniques. At our land-based facilities we
ran health and safety campaigns to make health and safety issues
more prominent for employees.
The number and severity of safety incidents recorded has
remained low: the group’s disabling injury frequency rate (DIFR)
of 1.3 was once again below the group margin ceiling of 1.5. There
were no occupational fatalities this year.

New initiatives introduced this year included a SHE publication
for vessels outlining expectations of crew in simple language
and sending weekly safety updates electronically to on-board
vessel safety committees with lessons learnt from other vessels,
accidents and marine notices. We report monthly on vessel safety
matters, as well as learning and development training for cadets.

MENTAL WELLBEING
During the Covid-19 crisis, we have seen a 4% total usage of our
EAP, where the workforce made use of various services offered.
To promote increased utilisation, we plan to develop an
integrated EAP and onsite primary health care offering, with a
focus on mental, physical, and psychosocial wellbeing, supported
by awareness campaigns. We will continue to increase our focus
on mental wellbeing, supported by incorporating mental health/
wellbeing into our 2021 strategy.

RESPONDING TO COMMUNITY NEEDS

Oceana was commended for implementing stringent
Covid-19 protocols by the Department of Labour (DoL) and
the Municipal Health Department, following their inspections
conducted at our facilities.

The challenges presented by Covid-19 this year required new
ways of working and our technology infrastructure and support
were key enablers to ensure work continuity. We seamlessly
transitioned relevant parts of the workforce to work from home
and applications such as Microsoft Teams provided opportunities
for colleagues and teams to remain connected.

This year, we regrettably had to close our Ulwandle inshore factory in Port Elizabeth following a fire incident caused by a compressor in
January 2020. Both parties agreed to adapt a process of mutual separation of 37 employees.

RESILIENCE AND ENVIRONMENTAL CARE

On-site access for non-essential visitors or contractors was
restricted, and biometrics access control systems were
decommissioned to prevent touching. We revised shift patterns
and activities to promote segregation of staff while working and
travelling. To mitigate the risk of infection using public transport,
we provided all frontline staff with transport to and from work.
We equipped these third-party transport vehicles with hand and
surface sanitisers.

PROMOTING CONNECTEDNESS

The implementation of our frozen fish import strategy enables us to continue to provide enhanced work-days and a more stable income
to our seasonal employees. Given that our industry is affected by quota limits, there are times when certain facilities are reduced. In such
instances, we redeploy workers impacted by the restructuring across the business wherever feasible. The closure of our Hout Bay fishmeal
plant in 2019 was managed without labour unrest or disruptions, with all workers deployed to other operations.

INNOVATING FOR INCLUSIVE DEVELOPMENT

We adapted our health and safety protocols to address
Covid-19 related risks across all our operations in February
and early March 2020, prior to Covid-19 lockdowns. Each site
developed appropriate responses to meet the respective needs
of their workers and crew. For frontline workers, we engaged
medical doctors to assess vulnerable workers over the age of
60 or those showing signs of health risks, such as smokers or
chronic health conditions. Emphasis was placed on ensuring
workers were taking their medication.

Recognising the critical importance of supporting the mental
health and wellbeing of our employees, we rolled out various
initiatives across our offices, plants and vessel operations to keep
staff healthy, connected, and engaged. To support staff working
from home, often under quite challenging circumstances, we
introduced remote wellness initiatives using third-party service
providers. These included offering regular online classes in
mindfulness and meditation, emotional resilience, and courage
and conviction. We partnered with Virgin Active to deliver online
exercise classes and provided online muscular skeletal health
sessions and guidance on how to create a healthier workspace at
home. We encouraged employees to make use of our employee
assistance programme (EAP), which offers telephonic and online
counselling sessions to help individuals cope with a range of
personal challenges (health, financial and legal) that can impact
their work performance and their family life.

Promoting job security and being a leading employer in our industry remain key priorities in our South African and Namibian operations,
where high unemployment rates and job insecurity have been exacerbated during the Covid-19 pandemic. We also provided additional
support to employees to ease the broader pressures on families, through the provision of food hampers.

FOOD SECURITY AND MARINE RESOURCES

PREVENTION AND CONTROL MEASURES

SUPPORTING GOOD MENTAL AND PHYSICAL
WELLBEING

JOB SECURITY

INVESTING IN PEOPLE

Oceana developed a group Covid-19 compliance policy and
extensive supporting operating procedures (SOP) in accordance
with best practice guidelines. Each operation developed and
implemented customised SOP. We established two task teams
in March that met weekly to oversee activities and manage the
unfolding risks. The Covid-19 Exco task team, comprising senior
management, IT and HR ensured measures were adapted across
the Group and the Covid-19 Compliance task team focused
on operational matters, and sharing lessons learnt between
divisions. Our various operational divisions had working groups
in place to manage through the crisis.

which enabled us to pick up symptoms early and implement selfisolation for affected staff. We adopted private Covid-19 testing
to ensure timeous access to results. In cases of a positive result,
quarantine protocols were followed, and we deep cleaned the
facilities, keeping workers updated throughout the process.

INTRODUCTION

INVESTING IN PEOPLE (continued)
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We promote an inclusive environment where every colleague
is valued and respected for who they are and can fulfil their
potential. This year we implemented initiatives aimed at
generating greater awareness and discussion on diversity
and inclusion, particularly gender diversity.

As part of Women’s month in South Africa in August
this year we launched an initiative to profile our female
executive and non-executive leadership, as well as
female senior management, across the Group. This was
done through daily email alerts and the compilation of
a booklet “The Power of Diversity & Inclusivity: Women
of Oceana”.

“I am privileged to lead a company
in which women play an immensely
important role across all areas and
regions of our business –
and in particular, in positions of
leadership. This is indisputably a very
large part of what makes the Oceana
Group the successful listed entity that it
is.”
– CEO, Imraan Soomra

Scarcity of skills remains a key risk and challenge in the business.
Our skills development investment and initiatives are geared to
enhance individual and business performance, ensure business
continuity and accelerate workforce transformation. The aim
of our graduate, internship, learnership and apprenticeship
programmes is to strengthen our emerging talent pipeline.
Our plans to implement a mentorship programme have been
set back during the Covid-19 period.
The Oceana Maritime Academy, to be launched in early 2021,
will house all internal employee training needs across the group.
The Academy will focus on addressing the skills deficit in the
fishing industry, succession planning, and career paths.
With the onset of Covid-19 and our inability to bring groups
of people together during the lockdown periods, we were not
able to deliver on some of the lower level skills development
programmes planned for the second half of the year.

ONLINE LEARNING
While there were many initial obstacles, the digital wave has
presented opportunities for self-guided learning which will
become a standard practice going forward. We deliver over
190 different types of training programmes a year and despite
the challenges, our training providers adapted exceptionally
well to the new normal. Our transition to online training has
been supported by training venues re-opening, the provision of
laptops, maintaining reduced-class sizes, and social distancing
requirements.

RESILIENCE AND ENVIRONMENTAL CARE

We have worked closely with training providers and SAMSA to get
online maritime qualifications recognised by industry authorities.
SAMSA agreed to accredit Personal Survival and Social
Responsibility (PSSR) training that is 100% delivered online,
a significant move in the right direction.

INNOVATING FOR INCLUSIVE DEVELOPMENT

We place a focus on creating greater diversity (with a focus on
female and African representation) in the senior leadership
ranks. This year, we appointed a new CFO and a Chief People
Officer, both of whom are women. In South Africa, we implement
employment equity (EE) plans and track our progress monthly
against division specific EE targets. In the DTI’S B-BBEE scorecard,
this year we again achieved the maximum points at both board
member and executive director levels, black representation
remained the same as last year, at 88.89% and levels of female
representation at 33.35 %. We continue to make progress in
transforming our senior, middle and junior managerial ranks.
Black representation in our South African workforce is 96.47%;
female representation is 43.36%, of whom 42.36% are black.

The Oceana Empowerment Trust (OET), the largest 100%
black-owned fishing entity in South Africa in terms of ownership
value, has a 10% shareholding in Oceana with a market value
of R830 million. As of September 2020, 2 431 beneficiaries have
received over R490 million through the Trust, allowing them to
become financially empowered and active participants in South
Africa’s formal economy. This year, the beneficiaries received a
dividend pay-out of R21 million.

Celebrating
Oceana’s women

WE INVEST IN TRAINING AND
SKILLS DEVELOPMENT

FOOD SECURITY AND MARINE RESOURCES

WORKFORCE DIVERSITY

We prioritise the development of black talent to accelerate
diversity in our managerial ranks. We invested R48.6 million in
training black employees this year (80% of total training spend).
We continued to support youth development through our
learnerships for unemployed youth and placed 72 unemployed
learners between the ages of 18 and 35 on our learnership,
apprenticeship and internship programmes.

INVESTING IN PEOPLE

WE PROMOTE DIVERSITY
AND INCLUSION

INTRODUCTION

INVESTING IN PEOPLE (continued)
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ELEVATING STANDARDS IN THE FISHING INDUSTRY

We supported a variety of capacity building programmes
in the West Coast (South Africa), including production
technology learnerships for unemployed youth, management
qualifications for 23 of our supervisors, Recognition of Prior
Learning certificate for an electrical assistant, adult matric
qualifications for eight employees, and dozens of internship and
apprenticeship positions.
We arranged FSSC ISO 22000 training for the Lucky Star
cannery and capacity building training for small-scale fishers.

•

We took on three refrigeration apprentices in CCS and
one mechanical fitter in Amawandle.

•

Learnerships for 56 deaf and disabled learners.

•

Sponsored two learners from the Lawhill Maritime Centre at
Simon’s Town school in South Africa to do maritime subjects
at matric level.

•

We took on board three of their students for apprenticeship
programmes.

LEADERSHIP CAPACITY AND ACCELERATION
Delivering on our longer-term strategy will draw on leadership
ability at every level. We have strengthened the existing
leadership skills across the Group, in partnership with the GIBS,
an internationally accredited business school based in South
Africa and ranked as the top African business school. The custom
designed GIBS leadership acceleration programme is designed
to enhance leadership, strategic, adaptive and future fit skills.
Introduced in September 2019, 27 senior managers, including
Divisional Exco and key talent for succession planning, have
completed the year-long training. The positive impact of the
initiative has been evident both at an individual level and within
teams. We aim to embed the skills learnt, optimising the return
on investment, through agile methodologies, such as temporary
stretch assignments and multi-disciplinary teams to deliver on
strategic projects.
This year we also delivered a Leadership Integration Programme
at CCS to foster the thinking of accountability and responsibility
amongst the workforce. We continue to implement a coaching
initiative across middle, senior and executive management,
prioritising the development of black talent, to accelerate
diversity in our managerial ranks.

Training spend in South Africa and Namibia

2020

2019

2018

Total amount invested in skills development (Rm)

60.9*

28.3

22.0

48.5

24.5

19.9

25.20

27.19

18.14

80

86.5

91.4

Total spent on black employees
Number of employees trained
Total spent on black employees as a % of total amount invested in skills development
* Includes the salary component of senior Executives trained during FY2020.

Employment and remuneration arrangements of employees who
are part of a bargaining unit or are independent contractors
employed on fixed-term contracts are governed by separate
agreements which are negotiated on an operational level.

In response to President Ramaphosa’s call
for executives of large companies to come
forward and provide financial assistance
to meet the growing economic demands
of Covid-19, Oceana’s executive team and
non-executive directors unanimously
agreed to voluntarily donate a portion
of their salaries for three months to the
Oceana Foundation Covid-19 relief fund.
The broader Oceana senior management
team were also invited to voluntarily
sacrifice varying percentages of their
salaries, based on affordability and
up to 30%, to contribute towards the
relief fund. This will be used to support
hunger alleviation initiatives of registered
NPOs, as well as contribute to other
government initiatives.

RESPONDING TO COMMUNITY NEEDS

In the coming year we will deliver a programme for the
advancement of the middle management tier. This will bring
e-learning to workers and crew that are working in environments
considered technologically challenged and aims to drive a
step change in talent management and succession planning at

We undertake regular benchmarks of pay and conditions to ensure
that we remain competitive. In seeking to embed a high performance
culture where continuous improvement takes place, we have revised
and are implementing a reward programme and policy in line with
our scarce and critical skills development agenda.

The Day of the Seafarer is celebrated on 25 June
each year in recognition of the men and women
who take to the oceans day after day to procure and
provide for the needs of nations and people around
the world. Seafarers have been on the frontline
of the Covid-19 pandemic, playing an essential
role in maintaining the flow of vital goods such as
food, medicine and medical supplies. However, the
pandemic has made working conditions incredibly
difficult as issues such as restricted port access,
re-supply, crew changeovers and repatriation have all
been severely interrupted. There is never a time more
important to honour our seafarers than the present.
Oceana pays tribute to our own seafarers in South
Africa, Namibia and the United States, and also to
seafarers around the world.

RESILIENCE AND ENVIRONMENTAL CARE

•

To further develop our desired Group culture, which we began
to redefine last year, and our employee value proposition (EVP),
we will conduct a survey and series of focus groups across the
workforce to gain further insights into our current organisational
culture, to identify lived values that are tangible, well entrenched
and understood.

The group’s remuneration policy framework is based on the
principles of fair and responsible remuneration and is formulated to
attract, retain, motivate and reward high calibre employees. We aim
to encourage high levels of performance that are sustainable and
aligned with the strategic direction and specific value drivers of the
business. Last year we started implementing a revised performancedriven programme that offers competitive remuneration and
employment benefits, together with a new incentive programme
with a stronger link to our strategic drivers. This approach ensures
that KPIs are set not only for financial performance and production
targets but inclusive of ESG and people performance measures.
We implement interventions to address sub-standard performers,
which include training and coaching with a performance
improvement programme.

INNOVATING FOR INCLUSIVE DEVELOPMENT

TRAINING HIGHLIGHTS

We plan to develop a more integrated approach to talent
management and succession planning that enables working
environments considered to be less accessible (such as vessels)
access to talent and skills development programmes.

PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT AND
REMUNERATION

Recognising
and supporting
seafarers

FOOD SECURITY AND MARINE RESOURCES

This year we invested R60.9 million
on employee skills development,
building critical skills in such areas
as marine science, vessel crewing,
artisans, supply chain management,
IT, finance, and food safety, quality
and processing.

We invest in building a strong and diverse leadership team and
an agile, performance-based, purpose-led company culture. In
July 2020, we appointed a new HR executive, Chief People Officer,
to lead our efforts. We are equipping HR Business Partners in the
business divisions with tools, templates and expertise to execute
a consistent HR offering to all Oceana people. In enhancing our
engagement with employees, we aim to improve technology
adoption and drive innovation.

this level. We will identify the risks around an aging workforce,
understand succession gaps on our vessels and develop defined
action plans, assess infrastructure delivery for e-learning
programmes and training provider needs, and create exciting
opportunities for staff, including development pathways for
younger employees.

INVESTING IN PEOPLE

The Oceana Maritime Academy gives Oceana a platform to drive
the development and accreditation of industry-relevant
programmes. Via the Transport Education Training Authority
(TETA) we are working closely with a wide number of other
industry players to re-activate two South African Qualifications
Authority (SAQA) qualifications where the accreditation has
lapsed. Getting sea-going training recognised and accredited by
QCTO/SAQA will elevate the standards within the entire fishing
industry and give seafarers the qualifications they deserve.

WE SUPPORT HIGH
PERFORMING TEAMS

INTRODUCTION

INVESTING IN PEOPLE (continued)
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INVESTING IN PEOPLE (continued)
WE BUILD TRUST THROUGH OUR RELATIONSHIPS
We take pride in the positive engagements and mutual respect and appreciation we nurture with our employees.
The extensive support measures and communication we have maintained with our employees during the
Covid-19 pandemic has strengthened levels of appreciation and trust among our employees.

Of our employees, 61% are unionised, where we recognise the
rights of various representative unions across the business.
We endeavour to maintain constructive relationships with our
union stakeholders.

We believe that the quality of the relationship between
management, employees and labour unions across our
operations is reflected by our low employee turnover
rate of 9.6% (2019: 9.4%).

1 600

of our employees’ children
received colouring kits and
participated in a colouring
competition

INNOVATING FOR INCLUSIVE DEVELOPMENT

9.6%

employee
turnover

Respect for human rights is an integral part of Oceana’s
code of ethics and values. Our human rights policy, which is
applied across all our operations, ensures that the human
rights principles and requirements associated with the United
Nations Global Compact (UNGC) are implemented. Our UNGC
Communication One Progress (COP) is available on our website,
www.oceana. co.za. Oceana’s organisational culture supports
and respects local and internationally recognised human rights,
including the principles of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises and
the ILO core conventions on labour standards. We also enforce
our human rights policy and a supplier code of conduct in the
supply chain. Supplier contracts ensure against under-age or
forced labour. No incidents of under-age or forced labour were
reported in FY2020.

FOOD SECURITY AND MARINE RESOURCES

This year we implemented an internal communication strategy to improve relationships and communication between
management and the workforce. We introduced initiatives aimed at positioning our leadership as open, accessible,
available and approachable, to make employees feel valued, validated, appreciated and motivated. This included a
series of breakfast sessions, where a dozen operations staff at a site engage with the CEO. These sessions were taken
online following the onset of the Covid-19 pandemic. They have been very well received and will be extended to our
MDs in the next financial year. In addition to internal newsletters, management meetings and personal interactions,
we have defined structures such as consultative employee forums that meet regularly.

We are ethical
and respect human
rights

INVESTING IN PEOPLE

POSITIVE EMPLOYEE RELATIONS
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Our commitment to respecting human rights is supported
by the group’s formal code of business conduct and ethics
which commit all our employees to observe the highest ethical
standards in conducting the group’s business. We implement
an anonymous and secure whistle-blowing facility to facilitate
the confidential reporting of alleged incidents. This is available
to all employees, contractors, stakeholders and community
members to anonymously report suspected fraud, corruption
and any form of irregularity and unethical behaviour.
Its purpose and confidentiality are emphasised at employee
induction and training sessions. The facility is also available in
Namibia and the United States.

UNGC SELF-ASSESSMENT

OCEANA GROUP UNGC PERCENTAGE PER CATEGORY
100

98.4

100

94.1

94.4

100
60
40
20
0

0

1.5

0
Management

Yes

0

0
Human
rights

No

5.6

5.8

0

0

0

Labour

Environment

Anticorruption

F/A

RESPONDING TO COMMUNITY NEEDS

80

We undertake a bi-annual review
of our compliance to the UNGC,
including progress on action
plans and programmes linked to
the UNGC and SDG requirements.
This year, we achieved 98%
compliance with the applicable
human rights indicators
(2019: 95%) across the group.
The graph below reflects the
Oceana Group consolidated
compliance assessment.

RESILIENCE AND ENVIRONMENTAL CARE

This year we introduced a Whistle blower campaign, themed
“Blow the Whistle on Corruption”, which actively encourages
members of the public, company contractors, and employees
to report any wrongdoing they come across within the Oceana
Group, and by reporting it anonymously and safely, to help
ensure an environment free of fraud, corruption and bribery.
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SDG 2 & 14

WE ENSURE FOOD AND FEEDS
ARE SAFE TO CONSUME

Accreditation and quality
assurance: We comply with
several global compliance
and food safety standards and
regulations.

FOOD AND FEED SAFETY PRACTICES AND AUDITS
Food safety is a top ten business risk for Oceana. We remain
committed to demonstrating leadership in ensuring the safety
and integrity of all our products. There were no incidents of
critical non-conformances that required us to implement any
type of product recall.

Strategic commitments

• We ensure food and feeds are safe to eat
• We fish responsibly
• We collaborate to enhance impact

WE PROVIDE HEALTHY,
AFFORDABLE FOOD
PROMOTING FOOD AND HUMAN NUTRITION
SECURITY
Goal 2 of the SDGs commits to ending hunger, achieving food
security, improved nutrition, and promote sustainable agriculture
by 2030. The fisheries sector is crucial to improving food security
and nutrition and assisting in reducing poverty and inequality.
Fish and fish products are excellent sources of essential nutrients
in our diets, with high value proteins, micronutrients and long
chain omega-3 fatty acids (especially fatty fish).

INCREASING OUR CONTRIBUTION
We continue to enhance our operational efficiencies and innovate
so that we can increase our cost-effective contribution to food
security through the provision of low-cost protein. Canned fish is
a particularly cost-effective option (priced near parity to poultry in
South Africa) for economically strained consumers. This year we
saw an increase in households consuming our consistently priced
Lucky Star products from 13.4 to 14.2 million (over 4 million Lucky
Star meals are consumed per day.

Covid-19 implications and our response measures: There
is currently no scientific evidence to support transmission
of Covid-19 associated with food. With international travel
prohibited from March 2020, we had to transition our supplier
engagement process online. We conducted virtual audits with
teams from all our canned food suppliers. Cooperation with
suppliers remained strong. We resumed visits to SA factories after
lockdown restrictions were lifted. We continued to communicate
closely with industry bodies such as the NRCS throughout the
lockdown period.
Oversight and accountability: Our group-wide, executive-level
compliance structure oversees adherence to strict food and feed
safety standards. At operations, both plants and vessels, each

•

Our hake operations retained Marine Stewardship Council
(MSC) accreditation and British Retail Consortium (BRC)
certification – an important accreditation for our European
markets – with improved audit scores.

•

We retained MSC accreditation for Gulf Menhaden resource,
USA

•

We retained International Fishmeal and Fish Oil Organisation
Responsible Supply (IFFO RS)-accreditation for 100% of
fishmeal and fish oil operations.

•

All our international suppliers are certified to a Global Food
Safety Initiative (GFSI) recognised standard.

•

All canned fish and fishery products sold by the group
are verified as safe to eat by the National Regulator for
Compulsory Specification (NRCS).

Continuous improvement: Our teams of highly trained food
technologists work closely with our suppliers on any support that
they may need, empowering them with best practice knowledge
and an emphasis always on preventative measures. Our local
canning and fishmeal and fish oil businesses progressed with
their implementation of the international GFSI recognised food
and feed safety standard, FSSC 22000, which takes at least
18 months from pre-assessment to final certification. Progress
with training and audits was hindered during the lockdown
months and final certification is now expected by December 2021.
At the cannery business we are piloting an online digital software
food safety system to improve critical control point management
(focusing on tight sealing and sterilisation of cans) working
towards full implementation and a paperless environment.
At CCS, the food safety management system, which is based on
ISO 9001, has been strengthened and is on track to be
FSSC 22000 aligned by the end of 2021.
Collaborative efforts: We continue to participate in collaborative
public-private partnerships aimed at improving public health
outcomes, enhancing food safety education, building food safety,
public health and animal health capacity.

RESPONDING TO COMMUNITY NEEDS

In South Africa, the fishing sector’s socio-economic contribution
is estimated at over R14 billion a year. The adverse economic
impact of the Covid-19 pandemic and associated restrictions
on low income households has been particularly acute, further
increasing global demand for affordable protein.

We conduct regular audits, inspections, surveillance and
examinations of product designs, products, services, processes
and processing plants, to determine their conformity with specific
or general requirements. We uphold a zero-tolerance stance to
any deviation from quality and safety specifications in place
for our own operations as well as our suppliers. We focus on
allergens, as well as biological, chemical, physical and regulatory
hazards that can occur if not controlled. We have an annual
documented audit and inspection activity programme, devised
on a risk- and science-based approach. We strive to continually
improve our audit scores and progress in line with international
food safety management systems.

We maintained Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Points
principles (HACCP) certification across all our land-based
facilities and vessels.

RESILIENCE AND ENVIRONMENTAL CARE

• We provide healthy, affordable food

TO HELP ADDRESS
HUNGER:

•

INNOVATING FOR INCLUSIVE DEVELOPMENT

Food security is a major global
challenge that is escalating as a result
of climate change, population growth
and food price increases. Delivering
healthy affordable food, that is
responsibly sourced, is our biggest
impact and contribution to the SDGs.

Our leading approach: Our food safety systems, which extend
along the full supply chain – from procurement of raw materials
to production and procurement of final products, to sales and
distribution and to consumption (ocean to plate) – are founded
on internationally recognised technical regulations and standards
aimed at protecting public health. We meet the requirements of
these technical regulations and standards administered in South
Africa, Namibia and the US, as well as standards and principles
of Codex Alimentarius and the International Organization for
Standardization (ISO). In relation to fishmeal and fish oil products,
we use the World Organisation for Animal Health principles as the
basis for animal health systems.

Our principal accreditations are:

FOOD SECURITY AND MARINE RESOURCES

Chief Risk Officer, Jillian Marais

division has dedicated food safety and quality managers who
ensure compliance to standard operating procedures and drive
continual improvements, and highly trained quality assurance
technologists. Food safety is the responsibility of everybody at
Oceana, from the CEO level all the way down to the factory staff;
a food safety culture is continually promoted through awareness
and annual food safety training.

INVESTING IN PEOPLE

The fisheries sector is
crucial to improving
food security”

Given the continued low pilchard Total Allowable Catch (TAC)
in South Africa, challenging harvesting conditions, uncertainty
regarding future quota allocations and the moratorium on
pilchard fishing in Namibia, the majority of the pilchard raw
material for canning at our Lucky Star operations is procured
internationally as frozen fish. This strategy has reduced our
reliance on the local pilchard resource and TAC, enhanced our
capacity to consistently deliver optimum quality product to meet
local demand and protected thousands of jobs.

INTRODUCTION

FOOD SECURITY AND MARINE RESOURCES
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Lucky Star operation’s commitment to ensure the safety and
integrity of all its products entails a broad quality assurance
approach with strict control measures. Our team of highly
trained food technologists, with combined experience of
100 years in food safety, works closely with our suppliers
on any support that they may need, empowering them
with best practice knowledge and an emphasis always on
preventative measures.

WE FISH RESPONSIBLY
Our commitment to harvesting marine resources responsibly is
based on the following practices:

In our Lucky Star Marketing Food Safety and Quality Assurance
Department (FSQA):
•

We have an annual documented audit and inspection
activity programme, devised on a risk and science-based
approach. Findings are classified as low, medium or critical.

•

We audit each new processor every three to four months
and third-party inspections are conducted on every
supplier batch produced.
We audit all ingredient suppliers annually or every two
years depending on the level of risk.

•

We also audit our can suppliers locally and internationally.
We guide the canner on how to conduct audits and over
the years this has moved from basic audits to fully robust
standards.

Lucky Star’s canned fish customer service includes a helpline
and personal assistance to respond to and follow up on
all product enquiries, concerns or complaints. All material
customer enquiries and complaints are investigated and
addressed.

Promoting responsible fishing practices across the supply
chain by engaging with international suppliers and promoting
awareness amongst all our seafaring staff.

•

Supporting an ecosystem approach to fisheries management
by engaging with DEFF and industry bodies, funding research
and participating in industry workshops.

•

Ensuring full legal compliance in our highly regulated
operating environment.

Oceana has a zero-tolerance approach to illegal, unreported
and unregulated (IUU) fishing, which undermines fish stocks,
negatively impacts food security, and ultimately reduces social
and economic opportunities.

WHAT WE CATCH
Aside from west-coast rock lobster, our target species are all well
managed and harvested within biologically sustainable levels.
South African Commercial
Fishing Rights

%

SASSI category

Anchovy (SA)

78.35

Green

Pilchard (SA)

5.10

Orange

10.34

Green

Horse mackerel (SA)

5.71

Orange

West coast rock lobster

0.08

Red

Squid

0.42

Green

South coast rock lobster

0.01

Green

TOTAL

100

Sustainable management of our targeted species

The WCRL resource remains under threat due to problems around
IUU and we continued our active engagement with stakeholders.
We are an active stakeholder in the traceability task-force to
enhance the traceability of WCRL and will continue to work with
DEFF, WWF and the industry to identify the most effective way of
policing and managing the resource.
To mitigate our impact on local pilchard yields, we source 80% of
our supply from pilchard fisheries in Morocco that have been
undergoing a fisheries improvement project (FIP) since 2014.

We have systems in place to entrench compliance across
our various business units with the Marine Living Resources
Act 18 of 1998 (MLRA) and the associated regulations and permit
conditions. All incidents of non-compliance are reported and if
required, disciplinary action is taken. No incidents of
non-compliance with the MLRA were reported during this
reporting period. DEFF and our internal auditing team audit our
adherence to allocated fishing rights.
We implement a bird and mammal protection project, with
Birdlife Africa conducting audits on our hake vessels to make
sure we have the necessary tory lines on board our vessels.

WE RESPOND TO CLIMATE
PRESSURES
Environmental pressures influence our business in terms of both
the production and consumption of our products.
The United Nations Food and Agriculture Organisation report
in 2018 indicates that climate change may lead to changes in
the availability and trade of fish products. We have observed in
our own target fisheries that when environmental conditions
change, the resource moves to an area that is comfortable for
them. The anchovy species tend to favour a cooler system, while

RESPONDING TO COMMUNITY NEEDS

While the majority (89%) of our harvested commercial fishing
rights were on the South African Sustainable Seafood Initiative
(SASSI) green list, the West Coast rock lobster (WCRL) fishery has
been red-listed for a number of years due to problems around
IUU and the resource remains under threat, and the pilchard and
horse mackerel species remain orange listed.

We partner with the Responsible Fisheries Alliance (RFA) to
deliver training conducted by WWF to our seagoing employees
on responsible fishing practices. The course ensures that
participants are equipped with the skills needed to implement an
ecosystem approach to fisheries and understand the significance
of the marine ecosystems in sustainability and long-term
societal value creation. To date, more than 400 (about 60%) of
our seagoing personnel have undergone RFA training. This year
we invested in responsible fishing facilitator training in order to
improve and increase access to the training programme within
Oceana.

RESILIENCE AND ENVIRONMENTAL CARE

Deep-sea hake (SA)

HOW WE CATCH

INNOVATING FOR INCLUSIVE DEVELOPMENT

•

•

Gulf menhaden retained its
MSC certification, the best
accreditation one can achieve for
wild catch, making this fishery
one of the few reduction fisheries
in the world to be MSC certified.
Our hake operations retained its
MSC chain of custody certification.

FOOD SECURITY AND MARINE RESOURCES

Lucky Star
operations’
rigorous auditing
to ensure food
safety

The FIP is in an advanced stage of progress where 71% of
improvement actions have been completed and is expected to
enter MSC full assessment. There was a marginal recovery in the
local resource in South Africa with improved catches this year and
the recruitment survey has indicated a significantly increased
amount of fish. This bodes well for the 2021 pilchard TAC.

INVESTING IN PEOPLE

TO SUPPORT FOOD
SECURITY INTO THE
FUTURE:

INTRODUCTION

FOOD SECURITY AND MARINE RESOURCES (continued)
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Our climate change risks and opportunities are detailed in
Oceana’s annual submission to the CDP Climate Change
Programme (The 2020 submission is based on 2019 financial
year information).

Our horse mackerel mid-water trawler, Desert Diamond, includes
two scientific observers on board every trip to collect data for
research and compliance purposes. In addition, we make some
of our lobster vessels available for use by South African regulatory
officials to support their lobster research survey efforts.

PARTNERSHIPS
We engage regularly with regulators and government
departments and partner with scientific working groups, industry
associations and non-governmental organisations, relating
to each of the species that we harvest, to seek solutions that
support small-scale fishers and an ecosystem approach to fishing.
Key partnerships include the following:
Responsible Fisheries Alliance (RFA): Our longstanding
partnership with the RFA and WWF has provided a platform
for collaborative research and contributions towards reducing
seabird mortalities, improving the management of by-catch,
improving fisheries management, and addressing threats to
the marine environment.

•

South African Deep-Sea Trawling Industry Association (SADSTIA):
This partnership has promoted improved management of
12 non-target fish species that are caught alongside hake in
the deep-sea trawl fishery.

•

South African Mid-Water Trawling Association: This industry
association reflects the interests of mid-water trawlers and is
of relevance to our activities pertaining to horse mackerel.

•

SA Pelagic Fishing Industry Association: This industry
association reflects the interests in the small pelagic resource
sector and is of relevance to our activities pertaining to the
SASSI orange listing of the pilchard resource.

•

West Coast Rock Lobster Association: This industry association
reflects the interests of the West Coast rock lobster resource
sector and is of relevance to our activities pertaining to the
resource improvement plan.

•

Gulf States Marine Fisheries Commission: Daybrook is an active
member of the Menhaden Advisory Committee to the Gulf
States Marine Fisheries Commission, an initiative that drives
the conservation, development, and full utilisation of the
fishery resources of the Gulf of Mexico.

Additional details on our national and international
collaborations and certifications are available on our website.

RESPONDING TO COMMUNITY NEEDS

•

RESILIENCE AND ENVIRONMENTAL CARE

Operating in fisheries where sound scientific research and
operational management procedures are in place safeguards
against an uncertain future. The interaction between ecosystem
changes and management responses is crucial to minimise the
threats and maximise the opportunities emerging from climate
change. Climate change adaptation and mitigation planning is
high on the South African government agenda. Oceana continues
to engage with DEFF scientific working groups on the fisheriesspecific climate smart strategic framework and contribute to
resource status research.

To support our commitment to sourcing only from fisheries
that are considered well managed or undergoing fisheries
improvement, we annually commission fisheries audit reports on
each species that we catch in South Africa. Our latest scientific
study findings are provided on our website www.oceana.co.za.

INNOVATING FOR INCLUSIVE DEVELOPMENT

This year, there were four
tropical storms in the Gulf of
Mexico and we took precautions
to shut down the Daybrook plant
and vessels in response.

DATA ON FISH STOCKS

FOOD SECURITY AND MARINE RESOURCES

Climate variation features as one of our top three environmental
risks at Group level and we continually develop our
understanding and response to the potential effects on our
business and value chain. Changing ocean and weather
conditions are, over the long-term, difficult to predict and
the group adopts a precautionary approach to manage these
influences. This includes the inclusion of climate change impacts
in divisional risk registers, participating in initiatives aimed at
better understanding resource availability and distribution as
well as the implementation of climate adaption and mitigation
measures. Our diversification strategy enables us to mitigate risk
through geographic and species diversity. Our investments along
different coastlines ensure impacts are not all felt at once.

WE COLLABORATE TO
ENHANCE IMPACT

INVESTING IN PEOPLE

sardines/pilchards prefer a warmer system. Extreme weather
events and sea-level rise are anticipated to affect fisheriesrelated infrastructure such as ports and fleets. At our Daybrook
operations, physical infrastructure in the Gulf of Mexico is
susceptible to regional adverse weather conditions such as
tropical storms and hurricanes.

INTRODUCTION

FOOD SECURITY AND MARINE RESOURCES (continued)
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INTRODUCTION

INNOVATING FOR INCLUSIVE DEVELOPMENT
Our performance against the DTI’S B-BBEE scorecard

SDG 8

Ownership

25

25

Management control

19

15.57

Skills development

25

19.62

Enterprise and supplier development

46

42.84

Socio-economic development

5

5

120

108.03

TOTAL
B-BBEE level achieved

INDIGENISATION OF NAMIBIAN WORKFORCE
In Namibia, only companies that are majority-owned by
Namibians are legally eligible for fishing quotas. We have
restructured our Namibian fishing rights’ businesses to ensure
that we meet the requirements of the Ministry of Fisheries and
Marine Resources, aligned to the Namibian Equitable Economic
Empowerment Framework (NEEEF), which is yet to be signed into
law. Oceana operates through three companies in Namibia:

Strategic commitments
• We promote transformation

• We procure from local, black-owned companies

Erongo Marine Enterprises (Pty) Ltd (Erongo) – operates in
partnership with local horse mackerel rights holders (previously
disadvantaged Namibians), which also includes the broadbased economic empowerment scheme Erongo Harambee
Workers Trust. Erongo through the rights holding company
Arechanab Fishing & Development Company, delivered the
first dividends to the Harambee Trust for permanent Namibian
workers in 2018 and this year extended 31% of the ownership
rights of the Trust to our Namibian cold storage business.

•

Commercial Cold Storage (Pty) Ltd (CCS) Oceana diluted its
100% shareholding in CCS and transferred 31% of its shares to
Erongo Harambee Workers Trust.

•

Etosha is a majority Namibian shareholding with Oceana
owning 44.9%.

WE DRIVE TRANSFORMATION
Oceana has consistently been recognised for its commitment,
vision and leadership in promoting broad-based transformation
in South Africa, and localisation in Namibia. Demonstrating
this leadership is a fundamental part of our core purpose and
is also crucial to our ability to secure long-term fishing rights.
In anticipation of the Fishing Rights Allocation Process (FRAP)
process in South Africa and revised fisheries policy in Namibia,
we continue to engage actively with government and regulators
to ensure that our transformation and localisation activities are
appropriately aligned with government expectations.

TRANSFORMATION IN SOUTH AFRICA

We maintained our Level 1 B-BBEE rating in South Africa for the
third consecutive year, with a score of 108.03 points out of 109.
Oceana remains the most empowered food producer company
on the JSE with an effective black ownership of 70.96%.
A summary review of our performance against the full scorecard
is provided on http://oceana.co.za/sustainability/empoweringpeople/

RESPONDING TO COMMUNITY NEEDS

Legislative changes to the revised B-BBEE Codes of Good
Practice became effective on 1 December 2019. These introduce
new principles, calculations, and more stringent measurement
requirements for the skills development and enterprise and
supplier development aspects of the Codes. We have adapted our
transformation strategy to align with these changes and ensure
appropriate training for employees involved in reporting on
B-BBEE within the business.

Due to the pilchard moratorium in Namibia, Oceana has been
importing frozen pilchards since 2010 to keep the Etosha cannery
operational and to sustain approximately 600 jobs. We continue
to make the case to the Namibian government on our significant
contribution to job security and empowerment efforts through
the Erongo Harambee Workers Trust.

RESILIENCE AND ENVIRONMENTAL CARE

• We address skills shortages in the sector

TO SUPPORT INCLUSIVE
ECONOMIC GROWTH:

•

1

INNOVATING FOR INCLUSIVE DEVELOPMENT

Driving inclusive development in
our core areas of operation helps to
address inequality and contribute
to social cohesion. It is also integral
to the purpose and conduct of our
business.

Oceana group performance

FOOD SECURITY AND MARINE RESOURCES

Chief People Officer, Bronwynne Bester

B-BBEE targets points
Including bonus points

INVESTING IN PEOPLE

Innovating for inclusive
development is a
strategic imperative for
Oceana”

2020 B-BBEE scorecard
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INTRODUCTION

INNOVATING FOR INCLUSIVE DEVELOPMENT (continued)
WE PROCURE FROM LOCAL, BLACK-OWNED COMPANIES
Preferential procurement processes are integrated into the daily business activities across the group, with a focus in South Africa on
aligning with B-BBEE Act objectives, procuring our goods and services from suppliers with favourable B-BBEE credentials. This year,
we maintained a recognition level of 135% for procurement in terms of the DTI’s B-BBEE Scorecard. Of our total measured procurement
spend, 86.18% was with B-BBEE compliant suppliers (2019: 92.64%).

Rand

%

All empowering suppliers

2 083 898 080,03

86.18%

Empowering QSE Suppliers

317 605 321,04

13.92%

Empowering EME Suppliers

283 886 200,04

11.15%

51% black owned suppliers

1 140 199 296,80

45.86%

30% black owned suppliers
Designated group suppliers that are at least 51% black-owned suppliers

570 279 030,89
120 480 611,87

24.31%
4.85%

Enterprise and supplier development

To help small businesses that are critical to our business survive the Covid-19 pandemic, we launched an enterprise and supplier
development initiative to support 20 selected small businesses that are either currently or potentially suppliers for the Amawandle Pelagic
and Lucky Star Operation divisions. Goods and services offered include transport, construction, coal supply, fishing net repairs, metal and
steel products, vessel painting, and boat repairs. A service provider implements the programme, with tailor-made programmes developed
for each business. Initiatives include the purchase of PPEs on behalf of beneficiaries, skills development in the form of business-related
courses, coaching and mentoring, financial assistance through loans and grants and the purchase of equipment to ensure efficiency,
quality and improved capacity.
Rand

%

Interest free loan

2 401 093.39

35.6%

Standard loan

1 237 503.34

18.4%

Grant

3 103 000.00

46.0%

Rand

%

Supplier development
Interest free loan

2 004 107.37

4.3%

43 242 670.08

93.5%

Grant

780 000.00

1.7%

Preferential payment terms

216 273.50

0.5%

Standard loan

RESILIENCE AND ENVIRONMENTAL CARE

Enterprise development

INNOVATING FOR INCLUSIVE DEVELOPMENT

Oceana has an important leadership role to play in supporting small-scale fishers, working with them to develop and sustain a viable fishing
industry. Our main contribution to enterprise development continues to be through joint ventures with smaller fishing companies and
suppliers. Supplier development initiatives include the provision of loans, grants, advances and preferential payment terms to black-owned
enterprises. The Codes require beneficiaries to be either an exempt micro-enterprise (EME) or a qualifying small enterprise (QSE) that is 51%
or more black-owned.

Lucky Star has progressed with its flagship “Lucky Chow” enterprise development
initiative, launched in 2018 in association with the South African Chefs Association
(SACA) and Hospitality Trainers & Associates (HTA). The initiative seeks to assist
community-based entrepreneurs in the field of industrial, commercial and private
catering and events with up-skilling through the Lucky Star Caterers Academy
incubator programme, to become professional caterers. There are 15 trained mentors,
each supporting 10 existing or start-up traders in their respective communities.

FOOD SECURITY AND MARINE RESOURCES

Recognising the economic impacts of the Covid-19 pandemic on local businesses in South Africa, we have supported local suppliers with
earlier payment settlements when requested. In procuring appropriate Covid-19 prevention goods and services for our workforce and
communities, including personal protective equipment (PPE), we have supported local enterprises as far as possible.

Lucky Star
has progressed
with its flagship

INVESTING IN PEOPLE

PREFERENTIAL PROCUREMENT

B-BBEE procurement
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SDG 13 & 14
• We strive for carbon neutrality
• We conserve water
• We reduce waste
• We manage effluent and atmospheric emissions
• We adopt an integrated approach

WE STRIVE FOR CARBON
NEUTRALITY
RENEWABLE ENERGY AND ENERGY CONSERVATION
We continue to focus on improving our energy efficiency and
seek to reduce our consumption of non-renewable energy.
In committing to progressive decarbonisation, Oceana
established an Energy Resilience Team last year to identify
sustainable, viable and cost-effective energy solutions for the
business and to develop and implement an energy resilience
action plan.

Targets

RESPONDING TO COMMUNITY NEEDS

This year we have defined group level carbon emissions and
carbon neutrality targets and evaluated the feasibility of gas and
renewable energy options. To incentivise the attainment of our
targets, these are included in divisional management KPIs and
reward programmes.

RESILIENCE AND ENVIRONMENTAL CARE

Strategic commitments

TO REDUCE OUR
ECOLOGICAL FOOTPRINT:

INNOVATING FOR INCLUSIVE DEVELOPMENT

Oceana has a longstanding reputation
for promoting responsible stewardship
of the marine environment and
mitigating the group’s onshore impacts.
In committing to reduce our
environmental footprint, a key focus is
to deliver a roadmap to achieve a 50%
reduction in carbon emissions by 2030.

FOOD SECURITY AND MARINE RESOURCES

CEO, Imraan Soomra

INVESTING IN PEOPLE

Our sustainability
strategy helps
to optimise our
operations”

INTRODUCTION

RESILIENCE AND ENVIRONMENTAL CARE
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CLIMATE CHANGE will have potentially

Mitigating climate change associated risk and
implementing an energy resilience plan is core to
Oceana’s sustainability strategy. In committing to
reduce our environmental footprint, we strive to
reach our target of achieving carbon neutrality by
2050. We continue to focus on improving our energy
efficiency and seek to reduce our consumption of
non-renewable energy. In support of the above,
we annually participate in the Carbon Disclosure
Project.

catastrophic effects for many areas of the globe.
The global crisis is exacerbated in our operating
context with the rising costs of electricity and
energy insecurity. How we respond and adapt will
define our generation and our way of life going
forward. In 2015, the Paris Agreement set out a
global framework to limit global warming to well
below 2°C and pursue efforts to limit it to 1.5°C.

OUR CARBON EMISSIONS AND CARBON NEUTRALITY TARGETS:
2019

Our electricity
consumption
data baseline

2016

The
adoption
of the Paris
agreement

2040

2030

50% renewable
electricity
consumption

2020

Defined group level carbon neutrality
targets and evaluated the feasibility of
gas and renewable energy options

50% carbon
emission
reduction

2050

100% renewable
electricity
consumption

How we
measure:
Carbon
emissions
versus
carbon
reductions

2035

75% renewable
electricity
consumption

CARBON NEUTRALITY

To transition to renewable electricity supply

OUR OBJECTIVES

2020 ABSOLUTE GHG EMISSIONS

Electric boiler conversion
(using RE elec)

PROPOSED INTERVENTIONS
Freon Conversion

302 045 t CO2e
Coal
conversion to
natural gas

OUR AIM IS TO REDUCE OUR
EMISSIONS THROUGH A NUMBER
OF PROPOSED INTERVENTIONS

313 004 t CO2e

EV Switch - Diesel
EV Switch - Petrol

MGO Switch
to Hydrogen
Renewable energy
installation

ALTERNATIVE INTERVENTIONS:
Lucky Star

35 875 t CO2e

Amawandle Pelagic

34 056 t CO2e

CCS

172 006 t CO2e

17 592 t CO2e

–– MARINE GAS OIL SWITCH TO LIQUIFIED
NATURAL GAS (LNG)
–– INTERMEDIATE FUEL OIL SWITCH TO LNG
–– DIESEL SWITCH TO LNG
–– LNG SWITCH TO BIODIESEL

BCP

3 485 t CO2eOLS
DAYBROOK
975 t CO2e 

ADDITIONAL ALTERNATIVE POSSIBLE
INTERVENTIONS OCEANA IS EXPLORING:

GROUP

KEY INTERVENTIONS:
Lucky Star operations use coal for steam generation, which contributes significantly to our overall carbon tax liability. Feasibility
studies are underway to shift from using coal to natural gas (LNG) for boiler fuel. At Oceana head office, we are exploring the
viability of introducing a solar energy project.
Coal to natural gas

Freon to ammonia
conversion

Renewable
electricity projects

A major reduction in our emissions will be achieved through the conversion of freon-based freezing facilities onboard our BCP
hake vessels and at our CSS operations, which currently account for 40% of our global footprint, to carbon-neutral ammoniabased systems. This high capital investment project will ensure compliance with international legislation and will be implemented
over the next four years.

A strategic focus is to deliver a sustainable energy solution for Lucky Star operations’ two plants on the West Coast. Feasibility studies
are at an advanced stage and we envisage commencing a major renewable energy project in 2021. At our CCS operations, which
are very reliant on electricity supply to meet cold storage requirements, we are exploring opportunities to generate solar energy to
supplement the energy supply at some of the cold stores in the Cape. If we incur challenges in generating our own renewable energy,
a suitable alternative solution may be to purchase electricity directly from an independent power producer (IPP).

RESPONDING TO COMMUNITY NEEDS

49 016 t CO2e

IFO Switch to
Hydrogen
RESILIENCE AND ENVIRONMENTAL CARE

Diesel Switch
to Hydrogen

Our proposed intervention
plan for reducing our
carbon emissions to net
zero by 2050 includes
a number of proposed
interventions. These
interventions are based
on feasibility studies
we’ve conducted and will
be adjusted according
to evolving viability and
technology.

INNOVATING FOR INCLUSIVE DEVELOPMENT

2019

2020

FOOD SECURITY AND MARINE RESOURCES

PARTICIPATING IN A
GLOBAL CHALLENGE:

INVESTING IN PEOPLE

OUR APPROACH TO
CARBON NEUTRALITY:

INTRODUCTION

RESILIENCE AND ENVIRONMENTAL CARE (continued)
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Carbon tax liability

Our performance
This year our GHG emission intensity decreased by 1.1% at our land-based facilities, and 29% for our vessels, in comparison to FY2019.
The group monitors its CO2 emissions in absolute terms, and per unit of normalised activity. During FY2020, absolute emissions increased by
3.6% when compared to FY2019.
This year, we reduced our energy usage by 25%.

ABSOLUTE GHG EMISSIONS

FOOD SECURITY AND MARINE RESOURCES

The first filing and levy payment date for carbon tax liabilities was 30 July 2020. However, in April the government granted a deferral until
31 October 2020 as part of a relief mechanism during the national lockdown period.

INVESTING IN PEOPLE

South Africa’s Carbon Tax Act came into effect in June 2019. Combustion emissions, process emissions and fugitive emissions are potentially
taxed depending on the applicable threshold. Emissions from road transportation and some other mobile equipment are not included in the
direct carbon tax. Instead, a carbon tax on certain liquid fuels was introduced from 5 June 2019 as part of the fuel levy system.
We commissioned carbon consultants to assist us in our carbon tax measurements this year. We have assessed the impact of the tax on our
business to identify material costs and budgetary planning for divisions. Based on the requirements of the Carbon Tax Act, three Oceana
statutory entities are liable for the carbon tax, namely Amawandle Pelagic, Desert Diamond and Lucky Star. Across the group a carbon tax
liability of R1.34 million was due.

39
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RESILIENCE AND ENVIRONMENTAL CARE (continued)

180 000

140 000

Lucky Star

120 000

Amawandle Pelagic

100 000

CCS

80 000

BCP
OLS

60 000

Daybrook

40 000

Group

20 000
0 2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Oceana implements various water reuse and reduction initiatives to support water conservation. We significantly reduce our reliance on
potable water through desalination initiatives. In 2018, we constructed two desalination plants, at St Helena Bay and Laaiplek, which
enable us to produce up to 1.4 million litres of potable water per day and contribute to the water security of neighbouring communities.
We also have two reverse osmosis plants at our cold store facilities in Cape Town, and a borehole/well system, to cater for our facilities in
the City of Cape Town. We continue to extract proteins and solids from our fish processing water (stick water) to enable its reuse and recover
condensate and steam in the fishmeal plants for reuse in boilers.

Our performance
Target for September 2020

2020 Performance

31%

30%

product water usage intensity reduction,
from base year 2018

product water usage
intensity reduction,
from base year 2018

absolute potable water
consumption reduction,
from base year 2018

RESPONDING TO COMMUNITY NEEDS

As part of our collective effort to manage water resources with the Berg River catchment, we participate in the St Helena Bay Water quality
trust. The aim of the trust is to mitigate and manage the water quality of the West Coast Peninsula and estuaries.

RESILIENCE AND ENVIRONMENTAL CARE

WE CONSERVE WATER

5% –10%

INNOVATING FOR INCLUSIVE DEVELOPMENT

160 000

tCO2
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INTRODUCTION

RESILIENCE AND ENVIRONMENTAL CARE (continued)
WE REDUCE WASTE

Target – No food fit for human consumption sent to landfill.

Amawandle Pelagic

12 000 000

Amawandle Pelagic

5 000 000

CCS

CCS

BCP

10 000 000

BCP
4 000 000

LSO: St Helena Bay

LSO: St Helena Bay

8 000 000
3 000 000

6 000 000
2 000 000

4 000 000

2018

2019

2020

WE MANAGE EFFLUENT AND
ATMOSPHERIC EMISSIONS

In addition to ensuring compliance with atmospheric emissions
regulations, we focus on mitigating the social impacts of odour
emissions. We have bi-annual air quality management meetings
with the communities within which our fishmeal plants are located
to engage on matters of common concern and communicate
pertinent environmental management information.

Our Group environmental policy, available on our website,
is cascaded across all operations including through our supply
chain. We monitor and manage the material environmental
impacts of our operations through our ISO 14001-aligned
environmental control system (ECS), conducting audits to
monitor levels of compliance.

2019

2020

Our quarterly sustainability forums bring together key functional
and divisional senior members to develop strategy, assess progress
on energy and water conservation projects and our KPIs on climate
change. These forums enable learning to be shared and initiatives
to be driven as a collective.
Although Covid-19 related lockdown restrictions presented
challenges to certain aspects of our environmental management
practices, we ensured that we operated within the legislation
framework and achieved our deliverables. During the peak of
the pandemic we were unable to visit sites to conduct assurance
and met these requirements through virtual communication.
We have maintained all required coastal water discharge permits
for our facilities and relevant AELs, and ensured full environmental
legal compliance.

EXTERNAL COMPLIANCE AUDITS
This year, we undertook 12 external compliance audits to ensure
compliance with relevant legislation and permit requirements, as
well as to comply with our own system requirements. Compliance
targets for 2020 required an overall average score of 90% and a
minimum score of 65% for each element in the audit.
•

Land-based facilities: Eight Oceana land-based facilities were
externally audited. All divisions met the minimum target for
the overall score as well as the individual element minimum
requirement for each of the components. The group achieved a
score of 98% (2019: 96%).

•

Sea-based vessels: One small pelagic vessel, two hake vessels
and one-horse mackerel vessel were audited. The average score
was 99% (2019: 98%).

RESPONDING TO COMMUNITY NEEDS

WE ADOPT AN INTEGRATED
APPROACH

2018

RESILIENCE AND ENVIRONMENTAL CARE

We operate our facilities in compliance with the requirements of
the atmospheric emission licence (AEL) in place at the Lucky Star
St Helena Bay facility and at the Amawandle facility in Laaiplek.
At our St Helena Bay facility, the fishmeal plant, boiler air and other
stack emissions are independently measured. Effluent parameters
have been tightened and will require some engineering redesign
to ensure compliance. We have earmarked R4 million for an
effluent plant we will trial at Laaiplek and St Helena Bay.

2017

INNOVATING FOR INCLUSIVE DEVELOPMENT

1 000 000

2 000 000

2017

World Clean-Up Day is a global annual initiative held in September aimed at
raising awareness of the various problems caused by mismanaged waste.
In supporting this initiative, this year Oceana rallied a team of 22 people
to conduct a beach clean-up near the LSO factory in St Helena Bay.
Covid-19 prevention measures were implemented and adhered to, and
about 205kg of refuse was collected. The majority comprised ropes, nets,
plastic drink bottles, beer bottles, diapers, fast food packaging, bottle tops,
cigarette ends and rags.

FOOD SECURITY AND MARINE RESOURCES

WASTE RECYCLED

Lucky Star’s
beach clean-up
on World
Clean-Up Day

INVESTING IN PEOPLE

We achieved our target to ensure no food that was fit for human or animal consumption was sent to landfills, but instead directed to our
fishmeal processing facilities. Our principal initiative is the processing of horse mackerel not suitable for the frozen fish market and cannery
offal (fish heads, tails and guts) into fishmeal. We continue to identify and implement recycling and re-use initiatives across the business,
to reduce the volume of waste that is sent to landfill. In implementing Covid-19 prevention measures, in particular PPE, we increased our use
of plastics this year. We have sought to separate the waste carefully and recycle where possible. We seek to ensure that all waste for landfill is
suitably disposed of at a licensed landfill site.

WASTE GENERATED (INCLUDING HAZARDOUS WASTE)
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Oceana responded immediately and at scale to support efforts
to combat the coronavirus and its impact on people and
communities. As of April 2020, the pandemic and associated
lockdown restrictions had severe socioeconomic implications
for the livelihoods of small-scale fishers and communities
surrounding our operations, with disappearing markets
impacting incomes and increasing food shortages and the
prevalence of hunger.

FOOD SECURITY AND MARINE RESOURCES

SDG 8

Regulatory and Corporate Affairs
Executive, Zodwa Velleman

SUPPORTING
COMMUNITIES
MOST IMPACTED BY THE
COVID-19 CRISIS

INVESTING IN PEOPLE

By ensuring a
positive impact on
community we adhere
to our commitment to
positively impact lives”

INTRODUCTION

RESPONDING TO COMMUNITY NEEDS

43

IN SOUTH AFRICA

• We provide support where most needed
• We make social investments that can be sustained
and scaled

This year we repositioned our CSI strategy with a focus on fewer,
but larger flagship programmes that would deliver greater impact
and value through strategic investment in education and food
security. Two key CSI flagship programmes were to be implemented,
namely the Oceana Maritime Academy and the Oceana Food Security
Programme.
In the second half of the year, following the onset of the
Covid-19 pandemic in March, we put our strategic CSI initiatives
on hold to divert resources to support our government and our
people where most needed – to help mitigate the impact of the
Covid-19 pandemic on lives and livelihoods. We aligned our efforts
with local government programmes and implemented CSI initiatives
specifically in response to the crisis, focusing on disaster relief, health
and food security.

– Imraan Soomra
To the Gift of the Givers Foundation, we contributed R600 000 to support their efforts to provide much needed medical
supplies to medical professionals and institutions in urgent need, as well as affordable testing and testing facilities in key areas.
We also donated 30 000 cans of Lucky Star product worth over R500 000 to the organisation for distribution to communities in
the Western Cape, Eastern Cape, Northern Cape and Free State.
Through our long-standing partnership with PSFA, we donated 16 000 food hampers valued at over R2.2 million to
employees (6 000 hampers), the small-scale fishing sector in the Western Cape (4 800 hampers) and KwaZulu Natal
(2 200 hampers), and to at-risk communities across the country (3 000 hampers). Each hamper can feed a family of five
for up to two weeks.
Through our long-standing partnership with Rise Against Hunger we donated over 100 000 meals and 13 260 cans of
Lucky Star to vulnerable communities across the Western Cape during the lockdown period.

“Oceana was one of the first companies to approach PSFA to ask us what our strategy would
be in ensuring that learners would be fed during the lockdown and pledged their support of
our programme. We appreciate their innovative thinking as a team and the heart shown by
the leadership of Oceana in providing food parcels for their staff and their families.
Thank you Oceana for reaching out and showing that you care”.
– Director of PSFA, Mrs Petrina Pakoe

RESPONDING TO COMMUNITY NEEDS

We partnered with various aid agencies, NGOs and government
departments, including the Gift of the Givers Foundation, Peninsula
School Feeding Association (PSFA), Rise Against Hunger, DEFF, FishSA,
and the Health Foundation to ensure our support reached the most
vulnerable communities, many of which were in rural areas across
the country. In expanding the scope and scale of our contribution,
through our stakeholder partners we were able to reach the Eastern
Cape, KwaZulu Natal, Northern Cape, Free State and worked across
the Western Cape in communities on the West Coast, the Overberg,
Cape Metro and Hout Bay.

“We are committed to positively impacting lives during this unprecedented time, not
just for our own employees, but for our communities at large. We are proud to be
able to play our part in saving lives, both by continuing to function as an essential
service during this lockdown period and by assisting front-line operations.”

RESILIENCE AND ENVIRONMENTAL CARE

Strategic commitments

WE PROVIDE SUPPORT WHERE
MOST NEEDED

55 000

Total number of
Lucky Star
cans donated to
Covid-19 efforts

INNOVATING FOR INCLUSIVE DEVELOPMENT

While our most significant contribution
to the wellbeing of our host communities
is through our core business activities,
we provide additional focused support
through our corporate social investment
(CSI) initiatives. These are an important
part of our commitment to positively
impact lives.

TO POSITIVELY IMPACT
COMMUNITIES:
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We distributed 3 000 essential care packs valued at R1.4 million to assist beneficiaries in vulnerable communities to stay safe and warm.

Chairperson of FishSA, Mr Loyiso Phantshwa, hailed
Oceana for being at the forefront of efforts and said the
food parcels had really helped vulnerable communities.

With 700 essential care
packs donated to SSFs
in the communities of
Hout Bay, Khayelitsha
and the Overberg areas
of Kleinmond, Hawston,
Stanford and Hermanus.

Allmed Health, Mowbray Maternity Hospital, and Red Cross
Children’s Hospital. 3 000 of these masks were also distributed
to various communities along the Garden Route through the
Department of Health.

Distribution of the essential
care packs on Women’s Day
we distributed 140 care
packs to women in an
informal settlement in
Philippi. All these women
are survivors of GBV who
are trying to rebuild their
lives with very limited
resources.

500 essential care packs were donated to the Health Foundation
for distribution by the MEC of Health, MEC Nomafrench Mbonbo, to
Covid-19 care facilities in the Western Cape, with particular focus on
communities along the Garden Route.

This World Food Day Oceana heeded the call to contribute towards
ensuring food security by contributing towards the National
Department of Agriculture, Land Reform and Rural Development’s
food mountain and donated 6 480 cans of Lucky Star pilchards for
inclusion in food parcels.

In further commemoration of Women’s Month, we
partnered with the Women’s Shelter Movement (WSM)
to distribute 800 essential care packs to women in
17 shelters across the WC.

Oceana has been contributing to this initiative annually with over
18 000 cans donated over the past three years. Oceana remains
committed to contributing to eradicating poverty and ensuring
that sustainable protein sources are affordable and accessible to
everyone, thus positively impacting the lives of those in need.

RESPONDING TO COMMUNITY NEEDS

Our Group Executive for Regulatory and Corporate Affairs,
Zodwa Velleman, joined Minister Thoko Didiza in the distribution
of food parcels across Sokhulumi village, Tshwane Metropolitan
Municipality and Gauteng. This area was the beneficiary of the
department’s World Food Day focus for 2020.

RESILIENCE AND ENVIRONMENTAL CARE

Positively
Impacting
the lives of
those in need

INNOVATING FOR INCLUSIVE DEVELOPMENT

DISTRIBUTION OF
THE ESSENTIAL
CARE PACKS

We contributed R250 000 towards the One Million Masks
campaign in partnership with Brimstone and Smile FM,
distributing masks to organisations and care facilities in and
around the Cape Town Metro. These beneficiaries included
(among others) Alexandra Hospital, Groote Schuur Hospital,

R9 175 529.84

FOOD SECURITY AND MARINE RESOURCES

“They (Oceana) did not wait to be
requested to contribute, we found
them already on the ground.”

In South Africa. Total spend for FY2020

INVESTING IN PEOPLE

We decided on this initiative not only to assist the most vulnerable in our communities to stay safe, but also in an effort to support small
local businesses in the midst of this financial crises. All the items in these care packs have therefore been deliberately sourced and
manufactured by local SMMEs who are under tremendous pressure as a result of the effects of the pandemic. Through this initiative we have
even been able to create jobs, albeit temporarily, as some of these businesses had to employ additional people specifically to fill this order.

Moving to the West Coast, we distributed 500 care packs to
women in the communities of Lamberts Bay, Elands Bay and
Doring Bay. This was done through our NGO partner, Rural

INTRODUCTION

RESPONDING TO COMMUNITY NEEDS (continued)
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Oceana Namibia office staff personally delivered food parcels to the
homes of crew members who chose to remain on board the vessels
during lock-down to ensure operations can continue.

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
IN THE UNITED STATES

In response to the Covid-19 State of Emergency and subsequent
lock-down of the Namibian coastal regions, which was later
followed by a nation-wide lockdown, the Oceana Group
companies in Namibia were quick to respond to ensure that all
employees and their families are well looked after during this
surreal time.

The total CSI spend this year amounted to US$9,500 (2019:
US$16,972). There was a reduction in spend this year due to the
cancellation of several events as a result of Covid-19. Daybrook
Fisheries remains an active supporter of local businesses and
community organisations, with a focus on local conservation
and disaster initiatives. This year DFI sponsored the annual
Plaquemines Parish Seafood Festival, Boothville Venice
Elementary School, South Plaquemines High School’s Football
Team, YMCA, local fire department’s annual rally, and the sheriff’s
office annual community safety event.

In line with a directive from the Oceana Group to provide food
parcels to all company employees who had to work during the
Covid-19 lockdown period, a total of 630 food parcels were
purchased (total value N$197 000) and distributed. All employees
of Erongo Marine Enterprises (EME), Etosha Fishing Corporation
and Commercial Cold Storage received food parcels.

Etosha
Fishing

IN NAMIBIA
Oceana’s Erongo Marine Enterprises (EME) is one of the leading
employers in Namibia’s horse mackerel sector, continually
striving to “empower, equip and transform” the lives of
Namibians.
EME, in partnership with its Namibian rights holders, and through
the Arechanab Community Trust and Unity Community Trust
invests significantly in various CSI projects in Namibia.

N$1 771 269.44

Our strategy focuses on private public partnerships in two core
areas, which will be implemented in the next financial year:

Feeding programme (food security)
To drive a step-change in our contribution to school feeding
schemes in South Africa, the Oceana Foundation is collaborating
with Lucky Star Marketing, the Department of Education and the
Peninsula School Feeding Association (PSFA) in designing a more
streamlined and impact-driven initiative for the group. We will use
spare capacity in Namibia to produce pilchard product at a lower
cost for the national feeding scheme in South Africa. We target at
least one million cartons for delivery to this programme. Given
that this is a commercial project that meets a significant societal
need at an affordable price, we regard this to be an important
shared value project.

Maritime safety
In 2019, we renewed our platinum partnership with National Sea
Rescue Institute (NSRI), a voluntary non-profit organisation in
South Africa, committing sponsorship funding of R1 million over
five years. Our support has traditionally supported emergency
response work in saving people from drowning through the
NSRI’s 41 stations across the country. We are now exploring
opportunities to also be engaged in the NSRI’s initiatives for
educating and training around keeping safe in the sea.

RESPONDING TO COMMUNITY NEEDS

In Namibia. Total spend for FY2020

FLAGSHIP PROJECTS

RESILIENCE AND ENVIRONMENTAL CARE

In the first half of the year, Oceana maintained its support for
a number of ongoing moderate impact initiatives focused
on alleviating malnutrition in children, and promoting food
security and early childhood development in South Africa.
These initiatives include our annual sponsorship of the
DAFF World Food Day initiative, ongoing support for our
ECD/Playgroup Programme with IAHET, ongoing support for
the MOT life skills programme offered to high schools and
TVET colleges in WC, and our Platinum Membership with the
NSRI (renewed for a further 5 years in 2019). We continue to
engage regularly with communities surrounding our operations,
to understand their interests and needs and to ensure that we
respond to their concerns and develop positive relationships
with our key community stakeholders.

Last year we reshaped our CSI strategy for greater impact by
focusing on fewer and larger flagship initiatives to deliver greater
value and promote sustainable upliftment and transformation.

INNOVATING FOR INCLUSIVE DEVELOPMENT

The families of crew members who chose to remain onboard
EME’s horse mackerel freezer vessels, had their food parcels
delivered to their homes by EME office staff to ensure families
have sustenance during lockdown. The EME crew on the other
hand received care packs containing essential toiletries and a
few special treats to show the company’s gratitude towards their
commitment.

WE PRIORITISE SOCIAL
INVESTMENTS THAT
CAN BE SUSTAINED

FOOD SECURITY AND MARINE RESOURCES

IN SOUTH AFRICA

INVESTING IN PEOPLE

CCS

INTRODUCTION

RESPONDING TO COMMUNITY NEEDS (continued)
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INTRODUCTION

RESPONDING TO COMMUNITY NEEDS (continued)
The Oceana Maritime Academy (education and support for small-scale fishers)

SOCIAL INVESTMENTS IN 2020

This year, 1.22% of the group’s net profit after tax in South Africa was distributed to beneficiaries that have a black base of at least 75%.

TOTAL CSI GEOGRAPHY (SA and non-RSA)

Positively
SOUTHimpacting
AFRICA (RANDS) lives

SHB/Veldrif

%
4

21 660.80

0

National

1 388 445.63

15

142 399.50

2

4 987 037.72

54

494 297.20

6

Eastern Cape
Western Cape (Includes various
communities in and around Cape Town
Metro, Garden Route, Overberg and the
West Coast)
KwaZulu Natal
NAMIBIA (N$)

1 771 269.44

19

Total spend in SA and NAMIBIA
(incl admin costs in SA)

9 179 521.84

100

4% 0%
19%

15%

2%

6%
INNOVATING FOR INCLUSIVE DEVELOPMENT

374 411.55

Hout Bay

54%

Spend per category (incl admin costs in SA)
SA
436 851.94

Education

666 040.94

Environmental
Sustainability/
Maritime Safety
Community
Development
Covid-19 Relief Aid

225 313.65

CONSOLIDATED

436 851.94

5

951 121.46

1 617 162.40

18

225 313.65

2

4%
5%
18%

5 000.00

100 349.46

105 349.46

1

6 075 045.87

364 000.00

6 439 045.87

70

355 798.52

355 798.52

4

7 408 252.40 1 771 269.44

9 179 521.84

100%

Other (e.g. welfare,
social contribution)

9 179 521.84

70%

RESPONDING TO COMMUNITY NEEDS

Total spend in SA and NAMIBIA
(incl admin costs in SA)

2%
1%

RESILIENCE AND ENVIRONMENTAL CARE

Food Security

%

NAMIBIA

FOOD SECURITY AND MARINE RESOURCES

The total CSI investment in South Africa and Namibia for the year under review amounted to R9.18 million (FY2019: R6.83 million);
the expenditure per CSI category and geographical area is shown on page 49.

INVESTING IN PEOPLE

Our flagship educational programme, the Oceana Maritime Academy, located in the Hout Bay community, with a satellite facility in
Laaiplek, we will engage the local communities in which we operate to offer a viable and prosperous career path for new entrants to the
maritime industry and empower communities to be part of the solution to provide critical skills to the maritime industry. Supporting the
success of the smallscale fishing sector through training in responsible fishing practices and business-related skills, will create better job
opportunities and promote enterprise development in coastal communities.

Spend per geography (incl admin costs in SA)
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SUSTAINABILITY GOVERNANCE

CONSOLIDATED NON-FINANCIAL DATA

GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE
At Oceana, sustainability governance focuses on how we ensure accountability, fairness and transparency in relation to social and
environmental challenges. Informed by the King IV Report on Corporate Governance, the structure supports the functional delivery of
ESG compliance, as well as cross-functional sharing and learning necessary for innovation in our shared value areas.

Executive
committee

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Information
Systems

Financial

Operational
Management

Risk

Risk

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Audit

FORUMS
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Compliance

ESG
Insurance

Sustainability

Human
Resource

Transformation

Measurement

2020

2019

2018

2017

Direct employees

Number

3 005

3 154

3 368

3 478

Indirect employees

Number

1 445

1 680

1 887

2 087

Unionised workforce

Percentage

61

58

60

46

Employee voluntary turnover

Percentage

9.6

9.4

7.1

6.6

Total investment in skills development*

Rm

60.9

28.3

21.9

22.2

Training expenditure on black employees*

Rm

68.5

24.5

19.1

20.6

Days lost to industrial action

Number

–

–

1

–

Work-related fatal injuries (own employees and contractors)

Number

–

–

–

–

1.34

1.00

1.03

1.78

Human resources

Disability injury frequency rate
Socio-economic
Taxes paid in South Africa and Namibia

Rm

22.5

263

228

197

Salaries and employee benefits

Rbn

1.3

1.1

1.1

1.1

Community development expenditure (SA and Namibia)

Rm

9.1

6.7

6.5

8.6

Environmental
SETCOM

The Oceana Board approves strategic direction and oversees
implementation of the sustainability strategy, with assistance
from the Social, Ethics and Transformation Committee (SETCOM).
Executive responsibility for sustainability performance is held by
the group executive committee (Exco). The Group Governance
Department, headed by the Group Executive Risk and Compliance,
oversees compliance, sustainability, risk and legal matters.
Our quarterly Sustainability Forums bring together key functional
and divisional senior members to develop strategy, assess
progress on energy and water conservation projects and our KPIs
on climate change. These forums enable learning to be shared
and initiatives to be driven as a collective.
The Board is satisfied that the Group has substantially adopted
the principles of King IV and that the company remains fully
compliant with the JSE and NSX Listing Requirements.

POLICIES AND MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
Oceana’s sustainability effort is informed and guided by
ESG-related policies that are available on our website.
These cover:
•

Board diversity

•

Environmental management

•

Occupational health and safety

•

Anti-Bribery and corruption

•

Human rights

•

Code of conduct for suppliers

Executive
committee

REMCOM

Effective management systems are in place to mitigate ESG risks
and respond to sustainability opportunities across the group.
We monitor and manage the material environmental impacts of
our operations through our ISO 14001-aligned environmental
control system (ECS).

MATERIALITY DETERMINATION
Our material ESG issues are identified based on an assessment of
how we create value, the impact of the external operating context
on value creation, the material interests of our stakeholders, and
the principal risks facing the Group. ESG risks are identified and
addressed as part of an ongoing, structured approach to risk
management. Risks are managed within a unitary framework that
is aligned with our corporate governance responsibilities.

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
Our sustainability focus is informed by ongoing engagement
with a diverse range of stakeholders. Structured engagement
undertaken by the group and/or individual businesses helps to
inform our perspectives on potential ESG risks and opportunities.
Proactive engagement with key stakeholders and decision
makers is led by a Corporate Affairs & Regulatory Executive,
who reports directly to the CEO. We continue to play a positive
role in the determination of policy for issuing of fishing quotas in
South Africa and Namibia.
A more detailed Sustainability
Governance and Management Systems
report is available on our website.

Absolute GHG emissions (Total scope 1, 2 and outside of
scopes (other direct emissions)

tCO2e

313 004

302 045

309 492

315 178

Municipal potable water consumption

Kilolitres

300 502

260 578

429 031

737 460

Water consumption rate

Kilolitres per ton of
product produced or
stored and handled

0.3

0.2

0.5

1.08

Waste recycled

kg

2 033 629

2 607 862

2 286 791

4 591 983

Solid waste disposal to landfill (including hazardous waste)

kg

11 446 263

9 173 288

11 546 976

10 133 876
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GLOSSARY
AEL

Atmospheric emission licence

MFMR

Ministry of Fisheries and Marine Resources

AET

Adult education and training

MLRA

Marine Living Resources Act

AFS

Annual Financial Statements

MPAs

Marine Protected Areas

B-BBEE

Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment

MRG

MUTUAL Risk Group

BCP

Blue Continent Products Proprietary Limited

MSC

Marine Stewardship Council

BRC

British Retail Consortium

MSY

Maximum Sustainable Yield

CCE

Centre for Culinary Excellence

NAEIS

South African National Atmospheric Emissions Inventory System

CCS

Commercial Cold Storage Group Limited

NAFAU

Namibia Food and Allied Workers Union

CEO

Chief Executive Officer

NATAWU

Namibia Transport and Allied Workers Union

CFAR

Carbon Footprint Assessment Report

NCFAWU

National Certificated Fishing and Allied Workers Union

CIP

Conservation Improvement Programme

NDP

National Development Plan

CO2

Carbon dioxide

NEEEF

New Equitable Economic Empowerment Framework

COP23

Conference of the Parties 23

NFCPT

Namibian Fish Consumption Promotion Trust

CSI

Corporate social investment

NGO

Non-Governmental Organisation

DAFF

Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries

NIMT

Namibian Institute of Mining and Technology

DEA

Department of Environmental Affairs

NPAT

Net Profit After Tax

DIFR

Disabling Injury Frequency Rate

NQF

National Qualifications Framework

DMR

Department of Mineral Resources

NRCS

National Regulator for Compulsory Specifications

DoL

Department of Labour

NSRI

National Sea Rescue Institute

DTI

Department of Trade and Industry

NSX

Namibian Stock Exchange

DWS

Department of Water and Sanitation

OATF

Ongwediva Annual Trade Fair

EAF

Ecosystems Approach to Fishing

EAP

Employee Wellness Assistance Programme

Oceana Group Oceana Group Limited and subsidiaries
or the group

ECD

Early Childhood Development

ECS

Environmental Control System

EE

Employment equity

EME

Exempted Micro Enterprise

ESG

Environment, social and governance

EU

European Union

Exco

Executive Committee

FAWU

Food and Allied Workers Union

FCP

Fishery Conservation Project

FMP

Fisheries Management Plan

FRAP

Fishing Rights Allocation Process

FSA

Food Safety Association

FSQA

Food Safety Quality Assurance

FSSC

Food Safety Standard Certification

GFSI

Global Food Safety Initiative

GHG

Greenhouse Gas

GMP

Good Manufacturing Practice

GRI

Global Reporting Initiatives

HACCP

Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Points

HR

Human Resources

HTA

OD ETDP

Occupationally Directed Education, Training and Development

OECD

Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and Development

OHASA

Occupational Health and Safety Act

PAS

Prerequisite Program Specification

PMCL

Precautionary Maximum Catch Limit

PPECB

Perishable Products Expat Control Board

PSFA

Peninsula School Feeding Association

QSE

Qualifying Small Enterprise

RFA

Responsible Fisheries Alliance

SA

South Africa

SACA

South African Chefs Association

SADSTIA

South African Deep Sea Trawling Industry Association

SAMSA

South African Maritime Safety Association

SASSI

Southern African Sustainable Seafood Initiative

SDGs

Sustainable Development Goals

SED

Socio-Economic Development

SETCOM

Social, Ethics and Transformation Committee

SME

Small Micro Enterprise

SMME

Small, Medium and Micro Enterprise

SR

Scientific Reports

Hospitality Trainers & Associates

STCW

Standards of Training, Certification and Watchkeeping for Seafarers

IFFO-FIP

The Marine Ingredients Organisation – Fisheries Improvement
Project

TAC

Total Allowable Catch

TAE

Total Allowable Effort

IFFO-RS

International Fishmeal and Fish Oil Organisation Responsible
Supply

TALFU

Trawler and Line Fishermen’s Union

IIRC

International Integrated Reporting Council

tCO2e

Tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent

ILO

International Labour Organisation

TMPS

Total Measured Procurement Spend

IMO

International Maritime Organisation

UDF&CWU

United Democratic Food and Combined Workers Union

IR

Integrated Report

UN

United Nations

IS

Information System

UNGC

United Nations Global Compact

ISO

International Standards Organisation

USA

United States of America

IT

Information technology

WCBDC

West Coast Business Development Centre

IUU

Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated

WCEP

Western Cape Education Department

JSE

Johannesburg Stock Exchange

WCRL

West Coast rock lobster

King IV

King Report on Governance for South Africa 2016

WWF

World Wildlife Fund

ZAR

South African Rand

POSITIVELY
IMPACTING

LIVES
www.oceana.co.za

